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Abstract 

 

Intestinal functions are predominantly controlled by the enteric nervous system (ENS), 

which is comprised of the inner submucosal and outer myenteric plexuses. The myenteric 

plexus innervates the intestinal smooth muscle layers to coordinate intestinal motility. 

Alterations in the structure of the myenteric plexus can result in dysmotility, which is seen in 

severe intestinal inflammation, such as the transmural inflammation of Crohn’s disease, one of 

the two major types of Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD). As well, animal models of IBD have 

displayed sustained and seemingly irreversible myenteric neuron loss.  

GDNF, the neurotrophin responsible for development of the ENS, displays 

neuroprotective effects in adult systems, but this has not been studied in the post-natal ENS. 

We proposed that GDNF could protect myenteric neurons from inflammatory damage and 

tested this in a co-culture model system as well as in the TNBS-induced model of colitis in rats. 

Two distinct neurotoxic challenges that are present in intestinal inflammation are metabolic 

inhibition and high levels of nitric oxide, and these were modelled in vitro using chemical 

agents. Quantification of neuronal structure using immunocytochemistry and image analysis 

showed that either exogenous or cell-mediated GDNF delivery were equally successful in 

preventing myenteric neuron loss from these challenges. 

 Since only the mature isoform of GDNF has been shown to influence myenteric neurons, 

the processing of GDNF in the intestine during physiological and inflammatory states was 

investigated. The matrix metalloproteinase MMP-9 was shown to be an essential protease in 

GDNF processing to yield the mature isoform as well as functional outcomes. Both MMP-9 and 
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GDNF were expressed in intestinal smooth muscle cells, and these showed parallel upregulation 

with pro-inflammatory stimuli. We conclude that exogenous or cell-mediated GDNF delivery is 

effective in preserving myenteric neurons during inflammatory challenge. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

The major functions of the intestine are controlled by the enteric nervous system (ENS), which 

is commonly referred to as the second brain. The ENS is comprised of two highly 

interconnected and integrated neuron networks, the submucosal plexus and myenteric plexus. 

The submucosal plexus lies underneath the mucosa, controlling mainly secretory functions. The 

myenteric plexus resides between and innervates the inner circular and outer longitudinal 

smooth muscle layers, all three layers together forming the muscularis externa. The principal 

role of the myenteric plexus is the coordination of intestinal motility, and thus, damage to 

myenteric neurons can result in dysmotility. Dysmotility is common in the inflammatory bowel 

diseases (IBD): ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD). Intestinal inflammation, as 

observed in the IBDs results in early myenteric neuron death, which appears to be irreversible 

(Sanovic et al., 1999, Linden et al., 2005, Venkataramana et al., 2015). This thesis aims to 

identify strategies which may be effective in preserving myenteric neuronal integrity during 

inflammatory challenge in efforts to ultimately maintain normal motility and general intestinal 

function. The principal neurotrophin of the ENS, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor was 

investigated for this purpose. 

 

1.1 GDNF in the intestine 
1.1.1 ENS development is driven by GDNF 

Formation of the embryonic digestive system (or gut tube) is initiated by the ventral 

invagination of embryonic endoderm. The endoderm later recruits mesodermal tissue to create 
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the outer layer, occurring at embryonic day 9 (E9) in mice (Young et al., 2005).  The tube 

scaffolding is essentially formed by E9, and primitive ENS formation is initiated by the 

rostrocaudal migration of neural crest cells (NCCs), beginning at E8.5. GDNF is responsible for 

driving the migration, survival, proliferation and differentiation of enteric-NCCs (Pichel et al., 

1996, Young et al., 2001, Young et al., 2005, Nishiyama et al., 2012).  

NCC migration is regulated by cell-cell contact interactions, NCC-autonomous factors and gut 

mesenchymal expression of signalling factors. Vagal NCCs express the target receptor of GDNF, 

rearranged during transfection (RET) receptor tyrosine kinase, while foregut mesenchyme 

expresses GDNF mRNA (reviewed in Anderson et al., 2006). From E8.5 to E13.5, mesenchymal 

GI tissues were observed to possess a spatial and temporal regulation of GDNF mRNA, with high 

GDNF levels appearing first in the stomach (E8.5-9.5) and then later in the caecum at E10.5 

(Natarajan et al., 2002). At E10.5, the differentiation of NCCs into enteric neurons is initiated as 

the result of changes in gene expression (Young et al., 2005). Animals possessing a knockout in 

the GDNF gene during embryogenesis failed to survive, and displayed an intestine completely 

devoid of enteric neurons (Moore et al., 1996). Multiple studies showed that disruption of 

GDNF activity or that of its co-receptors, GFRα1 and/or RET, resulted in hypoganglionosis or 

aganglionosis, confirming that intact GDNF signalling is critical for ENS formation (Uesaka and 

Enomoto, 2010, Uesaka et al., 2007, Uesaka et al., 2013). 

1.1.2 Target receptor systems of GDNF 

The predominant form of GDNF signalling involved in neuronal development, survival and 

neurite outgrowth is initiated by GDNF-dimerization and subsequent binding to cell-surface 

receptor GFRα1 (Jing et al., 1996, Saarma, 2000, Poteryaev et al., 1999). In turn, GDNF- GFRα1 
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complexes with the transmembrane RET receptor tyrosine kinase, which associates with 

another GDNF- GFRα1-RET complex. (Durbec et al., 1996, Trupp et al., 1996, Eketjall et al., 

1999, Cik et al., 2000). Complex association then triggers RET auto-phosphorylation and 

activation of its intracellular tyrosine kinase domain which initiates downstream signalling 

(Saarma, 2000, Amoresano et al., 2005, Wang, 2013). GDNF was shown to stimulate time-

dependent RET phosphorylation in myenteric neurons, which has also been observed in the 

CNS (Rodrigues et al., 2011, Di et al., 2011). 

In the ENS, GDNF has only been identified to signal via RET thus far (Worley et al., 2000, 

Natarajan et al., 2002, Rodrigues et al., 2011). However in the CNS, alternative GDNF signalling 

pathways have been discovered. One of these pathways involves GDNF signalling via neural cell 

adhesion molecule (NCAM), which is also mediated by GFRα1 (Paratcha et al., 2003, Sjostrand 

et al., 2007, Charoy et al., 2012). GDNF was found to interact with NCAM to induce neurite 

outgrowth in hippocampal neurons lacking RET and dopaminergic neurons which do express 

RET (Cao et al., 2008, Nielsen et al., 2009, Irala et al., 2016). Additionally, GDNF has been 

demonstrated to interact with a transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan syndecan-3, 

again mediated by GFRα1 (Bespalov et al., 2011). GDNF has also been observed to signal 

through GFRα1 to directly activate cytoplasmic Src kinase, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase 

signalling molecule (Poteryaev et al., 1999).  

1.1.3 GDNF in the post-natal ENS 

In addition to the extensive study of GDNF in ENS development, a post-natal role for GDNF in 

the ENS has also been identified. Post-natal intestinal GDNF expression was determined to be 

significantly greater than in the stomach, brain, liver, skeletal muscle, bladder and kidney, in 
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which the latter also depends on GDNF in embryonic development (Peters et al., 1998, Bar et 

al., 1997). Interestingly, Peters et al. (1998) found a 4-fold increase in GDNF expression in the 

isolated small intestine (SI) muscularis externa layer relative to the entire SI intestinal wall. 

Later studies pinpointed that intestinal smooth muscle cells (ISMCs) and not glia or myenteric 

neurons were the sole detectable source of intestinal GDNF (Rodrigues et al., 2011). The same 

study demonstrated that myenteric neuron survival and neurite outgrowth were increased in 

vitro by GDNF but not by NGF, BDNF or NT-3, establishing GDNF as a key enteric neurotrophin 

post-natally (Rodrigues et al., 2011). Schafer and Mestres (1999) also determined that GDNF 

was capable of inducing postnatal myenteric neurite outgrowth. Another study confirmed that 

GDNF produced by ISMCs was critical in maintaining enteric neuron survival in vitro (Han et al., 

2015). 

1.2  Intestinal inflammation on the ENS 

Intestinal inflammation results in severe, significant and long-term structural and functional 

changes to the ENS (Lomax et al., 2005, Mawe et al., 2009). Early studies of ileal resection tissue 

obtained from CD patients revealed extensive enteric axonal necrosis (Dvorak and Silen, 1985, 

Steinhoff et al., 1988, Dvorak et al., 1993). Intestinal dysmotility was found to persist even after 

resolution of flare episodes in Crohn’s patients (Rubio et al., 2014), supportive evidence of 

permanent neuron damage. 

1.2.1 Enteric neuron loss in IBD models 

In chemically induced animal models of IBD, 2,4-dinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (DNBS) or 2,4,6-

trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBS) are intrarectally instilled into the distal colon to cause 

transmural inflammation, which occurs in CD. The di- and tri-nitrophenyl groups are 
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haptenating agents which complex with endogenous colonic proteins. This foreign complex 

results in a transmural T-Helper cell 1 (TH-1) response, with similarities to CD (Neurath et al., 

1995, Li et al., 2016). Significant immune cell infiltration in the intestinal wall of TNBS animals 

was demonstrated to occur roughly 6 hours after TNBS instillation (Venkataramana et al., 

2015). 

DNBS colitis in rats results in significant early neuron death, with a roughly 35% decrease in 

neuron number by day 2 and 50% by day 4 (Figure 1, Sanovic et al., 1999). However, despite 

persisting inflammation, no significant further neuron loss occurs (Sanovic et al., 1999). These 

results were reproduced in mouse DNBS and TNBS colitis (Venkataramana et al., 2015, Boyer et 

al., 2005). Guinea pigs subjected to TNBS colitis demonstrated significant early myenteric 

neuron loss, which appeared to be long lasting, if not permanent, as there was no difference in 

Figure 1. TNBS-colitis induces early 
myenteric neuron death (modified with 
permission from Elsevier; Sanovic et al., 
1999). Chemically induced colitis 
resulted in nearly 35% neuron death by 
day 2. 
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myenteric neurons per ganglia between 12 hour post colitis animals and day 56 cohorts (Linden 

et al., 2005).Further investigation of early events in TNBS colitis displayed that axon loss 

occurred along with neuron loss through to day 4 (Lourenssen et al., 2005). However, by day 6, 

axon number is increased 3-fold as compared to control levels, restoring ISMC innervation and 

suggesting compensatory axonal proliferation provided by surviving neurons (Lourenssen et al., 

2005).  

1.2.2 Role of GDNF in inflammation 

In TNBS day 1 and 2 samples of the distal colon, significant GDNF expression was detected, 

whereas it was barely detectable in controls (Gougeon et al., 2013, Rodrigues thesis, 2008). This 

may be attributed in part to the proliferation of ISMCs, which is observed by day 2 (Lourenssen 

et al., 2005). Proliferating ISMCs display increased GDNF expression at proliferation onset, 

potentially indicating the source of elevated GDNF in TNBS tissue (Han et al., 2015). Taking into 

account the critical nature of GDNF in embryological enteric neuron survival and neurite 

outgrowth, it may suggest that elevated GDNF levels in inflammation are responsible for the 

cessation of neuron death and subsequent axonal proliferation observed in TNBS. However, it 

appears that this response may occur too late to prevent long-term structural and functional 

alterations in the ENS. This study aims to investigate the potential of GDNF to preserve post-

natal myenteric neurons through isolated neurotoxic aspects of intestinal inflammation.  

In vitro, pro-inflammatory cytokines applied to muscularis externa co-cultures (consisting of 

ISMCs, myenteric neurons and enteric glia) were observed to induce neurite outgrowth 

(Gougeon et al., 2013). However, these increases were prevented by inhibition of RET, the 

target receptor of GDNF. This suggested that pro-inflammatory cytokines may indirectly 
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induced neurite outgrowth via GDNF. ISMCs treated with pro-inflammatory cytokines were 

later determined to induce significant upregulation of both GDNF mRNA and protein in ISMCs 

(Gougeon et al., 2013, Kuno et al., 2006, Cirella thesis, 2016). Additionally, supernatants from 

ISMCs treated with pro-inflammatory cytokines were applied to co-cultures and resulted in 

neurite outgrowth. This strongly suggested that ISMCs respond to pro-inflammatory cytokines 

by upregulating GDNF expression, which subsequently induces neurite outgrowth. 

1.2.3 GDNF processing: physiological and in inflammation 

GDNF is a distant member of the transforming growth factor-β superfamily (Kingsley, 1994). 

The gene contains 633-base pairs and is transcribed as one of two mRNA alternative splicing 

variants: pre-α-pro GDNF or pre-β-pro GDNF (Trupp et al., 1995). The latter possesses a 78 

nucleotide, 26 amino acid deletion in the pro region (Trupp et al., 1995). This amino acid (aa) 

sequence is highly conserved across species, possessing more than 95% sequence homology 

between the adult rat CNS and human brain (Springer et al., 1994). 

Initially produced in its full-length precursor forms, GDNF is proteolytically cleaved into its 

mature, 134aa, 15 kD isoform with the pro forms subject to identical processing (Sun et al., 

2014, Lin et al., 1993, Lonka-Nevalaita et al., 2010). The pro-isoforms of GDNF were shown to 

interfere with GFRα1 binding, and generally, the activity of non-mature isoforms remains in 

question (Lonka-Nevalaita et al., 2010). Wang et al. (2008) have suggested that GDNF isoforms 

may undergo different post-translational processing in different systems, tissue environments 

or conditions, which may initiate different processing mechanisms. 
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Matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) has been identified as a key player in GDNF processing, 

particularly during pro-inflammatory upregulation of GDNF (Cirella thesis, 2016). MMP-9 has 

been demonstrated to play a role in the post-translational processing of neurotrophins 

previously, namely BDNF and NGF (Boutilier et al., 2008, Mizoguchi et al., 2011, Spinnler et al., 

2011). MMP-9 appears to play a critical role in GDNF processing and has previously been 

studied in cell lines, but never in the intestine . A former masters thesis in our lab identified that 

TNF-α stimulation of ISMCs induced MMP-9 mRNA and protein expression along with 

upregulation of mature 15 kD GDNF (Cirella thesis, 2016). The same study also identified that 

neurite outgrowth stimulated by TNF-α was prevented by MMP-9 inhibition. MMP-9 inhibition 

did not interfere with exogenous GDNF peptide stimulated neurite outgrowth, implicating that 

MMP-9 inhibition does not interfere with GDNF signalling. It was suggested that MMP-9 

inhibition prevented TNF-α induced neurite outgrowth by interfering with GDNF processing, as 

TNF-α upregulates 15 kD GDNF expression. 15 kD GDNF is the only isoform reported to display 

neurotrophic effects in the intestine (Rodrigues et al., 2011, Gougeon et al., 2013). MMP-9 

appears to play a role in the pro-inflammatory upregulation of 15 kD GDNF, suggesting that 

MMP-9 may have the ability to manipulate GDNF expression. 

1.3  Intestinal ischemia on the ENS 

Intestinal inflammation involves periods of both hyperemia and ischemia. Gut mucosa is basally 

subjected to ischemic conditions due in part to the anatomical nature of cross-current gas 

exchange in the villi. Towards the tips of the villi, there is a reduced gradient to force oxygen 

into the mucosal tissue (Tao et al., 1995). The complex organization of splanchnic circulation in 

periods of local inflammatory events may compromise blood flow and oxygen delivery. In IBD, 
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increased angiogenesis leads to anastomoses, further restraining blood flow distribution 

through the intestinal wall and exacerbating the natural ischemic predisposition (Deban et al., 

2008). In Crohn’s disease, atrophy of submucosal arterial media occurs, increasing vascular 

resistance (Funayama et al., 1999). IBD has also been observed to result in increased local 

mediators of vasoconstriction, endothelin and thromboxane (Hatoum et al., 2005). Taking these 

inflammatory trends into account suggests that the intestine’s anatomical and physiological 

predisposition to ischemia is exacerbated during inflammation. 

1.3.1 Ischemia induces myenteric neuron death 

Intestinal inflammatory ischemia is readily apparent in the mucosa, but the presence of 

ischemia in the myenteric layer during inflammation remains in question. It is more likely to 

occur in CD rather than UC as CD characteristically results in transmural inflammation, reaching 

the deeper, outer layer of the intestinal wall. A study occluding a branch of the guinea pig 

superior mesenteric artery, which supplies the distal ileum, found ileal neurodegeneration, with 

neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) neurons being particularly susceptible (Rivera et al., 

2009). Neuronal cell size was reduced and neurons displayed cell surface blebbing with 

distorted and swollen neurites. Another study which induced small intestinal ischemia observed 

myenteric neuron death (Piao et al., 1999). Lindestrom and Ekblad (2004) also discovered 

myenteric but not submucosal neuron loss, accompanied by thickening of the muscular wall 

from ischemia-reperfusion.  

1.3.2 Neuron sensitivity to hypoxia 

A reduction of oxygen availability, or hypoxia, is a primary component in ischemia and may lead 

to neurodegeneration during ischemia. Dextran sodium sulfate (DSS) colitis in rats and TNBS in 
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mice, led to mucosal hypoxia (Tolstanova et al., 2012, Karhausen et al., 2004). Oxygen is 

required for the constitutive breakdown of HIF-1α, and significant HIF-1α upregulation was 

observed in the colonic myenteric plexus of TNBS colitis rats (Kearon thesis, 2014). In enteric 

neurons, hypoxia was evidently observed during chronic occlusive ischemia (Fisher et al., 2013). 

Additionally, changes in myenteric neuron appearance were evident in respiratory change 

interference and oxygen deprivation (Desmet et al., 2014).  

In many CNS populations, neurons appear particularly susceptible to hypoxia over other cell 

types and enteric neurons may be intrinsically similar (Kim, 1975, Banasiak and Haddad, 1998, 

le Feber et al., 2016). This was suggested to be attributed to high basal energy requirements, 

which points to metabolic inhibition as a potential cause of ischemic and hypoxic 

neurodegeneration. Likely due to the high energy required for action potential firing, neurons 

may inherently posses greater energy demands than most cells (Ames, 2000). Due to lactate 

limitation provided by the blood-brain barrier, CNS neurons rely on glucose metabolism 

(Boumezbeur et al., 2010). Despite the lack of a blood-brain barrier in the intestine, a 

preference to glucose-based metabolism may also be intrinsic in enteric neurons. Short periods 

of complete oxygen deprivation or even partial oxygen or glucose deprivation lead to brain 

damage, whereas other tissues are more resilient (Kaplan et al., 1991).  

Although likely, energy deprivation may not be the sole cause of neuron death in hypoxic 

conditions. This could be due in part to increased intracellular Ca2+ levels or the generation of 

free radicals in hypoxia (Goldberg and Choi, 1993, Banasiak et al., 2000). Oxidative stress via 

H2O2 resulted in a 50% decrease in neuron number, whereas ISMCs in the same cultures were 

unaffected (Lourenssen et al., 2009). Intestinal ischemia in rats led to high free radical 
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generation and morphological changes in myenteric neurons (da Silva de Souza et al., 2015). 

These effects were prevented by resveratrol, an inhibitor of free radical formation (da Silva de 

Souza et al., 2015). Overall, little is known about the effects of hypoxic damage on enteric 

neurons. 

1.3.3 In vitro models of hypoxia 

Studying ischemia directly in vitro is difficult, however modeling hypoxia for its effects on 

myenteric neurons is more feasible. To investigate hypoxia, and more specifically, metabolic 

inhibition, this study utilized 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP), once a popular, commercial fad drug 

used for weight loss. DNP uncouples the electron transport chain (ETC) in oxidative 

phosphorylation by shuttling protons across the inner mitochondrial membrane. This disrupts 

the high H+ gradient created by oxygen, and ultimately leads to inhibition of adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP) energy production by ATP synthase. DNP is referred to as ‘chemical hypoxia’ 

and spares glycolysis, so low levels of ATP are still available to cells (Murata et al., 2001, 

Swanson, 1992). DNP was observed to cause neurotoxicity in rat hippocampal neurons, 

however did not damage rat cortical astrocytes, pointing to the susceptibility of neurons to 

metabolic inhibition (Dubinsky and Rothman, 1991, Swanson, 1992). In a former masters thesis 

in our lab, DNP was applied to intestinal muscularis externa co-cultures and resulted in a 

roughly 50% loss of myenteric neuron number (Kearon thesis, 2014). DNP induced selective 

neuronal death as other cells in culture were unaffected. Our study aims to reaffirm the validity 

of this model and utilize DNP to model metabolic inhibition induced myenteric neuron death in 

muscularis externa co-cultures. 
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1.4  Nitric oxide on the ENS 

Early intestinal inflammation leads to the activation and infiltration of immune cells which 

release pro-inflammatory factors including inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and cytokines 

such as tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin 1-β (IL-1β) and interleukin 6 (IL-6). A study 

determined that neutrophils were maximally activated by 6-12 hours in guinea pig TNBS, while 

lymphocytes remained relatively inactive (Linden et al., 2005). Monocyte and neutrophil 

activation induce iNOS expression, an enzyme producing NO at high levels that can be cytotoxic 

and bactericidal in vivo (Shah et al., 2004, Vega et al., 2014). In both IBD patients and animal 

models, increased expression of iNOS has been observed and was determined to be the 

primary source of NO in inflammation (Palatka et al., 2005, Beck et al., 2007).  

iNOS expressing activated immune cells produce NO at substantially higher levels than other 

NOS isoforms, including neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) (Shah et al., 2004). Uncontrolled 

NO production leads to tissue injury and cellular damage via the production of reactive nitrogen 

species (Pannu and Singh, 2006). Peroxynitrite (ONOO-), a reactive nitrogen species has been 

observed to trigger lipid peroxidation and neuronal loss in neurodegenerative diseases (Pannu 

and Singh, 2006). Inhibition of iNOS was shown to reduce oxidative and nitrosative damage in 

TNBS colitis (Zingarelli et al., 1999). iNOS inhibition was also effective in reducing edema, 

neutrophil infiltration, oxidative stress and macroscopic damage in TNBS colitis (McCafferty et 

al., 1999, Kankuri et al., 2001, Sklyarov et al., 2011). iNOS is also expressed by smooth muscle 

and resident immune cells, however in physiological states iNOS is subject to regulatory 

inhibition in these cells (Mahavadi et al., 2014).  
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1.4.1 Nitric oxide induces myenteric neuron death 

During intestinal inflammation, high NO levels have been identified to cause myenteric neuron 

death. One study demonstrated that significant myenteric neuron death in TNBS colitis mice 

was completely prevented via iNOS inhibition (Venkataramana et al., 2015). In this study, iNOS 

inhibition did not resolve damage scores, while affecting myenteric neuron loss. Additionally, 

myenteric neuron death, which occurred in diabetic rats, was accompanied by significant 

oxidative stress and protein nitration (Hermes-Uliana et al., 2018). 

1.4.2 In vitro models of nitric oxide induced cellular toxicity 

Chemical NO donors have been shown to rapidly produce high levels of NO in vivo and in vitro 

(Zou and Cowley, 1997, Ramamurthi and Lewis, 1997, Venkataramana et al., 2015). The latter 

study applied chemical NO donors to intestinal muscularis externa co-cultures which resulted in 

a 40% loss in neuron number by 48 hr (Venkataramana et al., 2015). In the same study, 

significant neuron death was not identified until 24 hr, suggesting that NO induced cell death 

was programmed rather than necrotic. 

1.5  Neuroprotection by GDNF: approaches and effectiveness 

GDNF is the primary neurotrophin in ENS development, but is also critical post-natally in the 

CNS, particularly in the substantia nigra, where the effects of GDNF on Parkinson’s Disease (PD) 

have been studied in clinical trials (Richardson et al., 2011, Slevin et al., 2007, Salvatore et al., 

2006, Nutt et al., 2003, Gill et al., 2003, van Horne et al., 2018, Whone et al., 2019). GDNF has 

also been extensively investigated for its neuroprotective potential against various challenges in 

many CNS and PNS structures. Neuroprotection refers to the preservation of neurons through 

challenge whereas neurotrophism insinuates neurite outgrowth. Along with other functions 
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such as neurotrophism, the activation of RET by GDNF leads to the transcription of pro-survival 

and anti-apoptotic genes in neurons, recently reviewed by (Tenenbaum and Humbert-Claude, 

2017, Fielder et al., 2018). 

The neuroprotective potential of GDNF has not been investigated in the intestine previous to 

our study. In the CNS and PNS, neuroprotection via GDNF has been studied through approaches 

of exogenous GDNF administration, cell-mediated delivery of GDNF and through intravenous 

injection of naked GDNF encoded plasmids. Early GDNF therapy studies in rhesus monkeys 

subjected to 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) to model Parkinson’s 

disease were conducted via intracerebral exogenous GDNF injection, which led to functional 

recovery (Gash et al., 1996). In stroke models, exogenous GDNF delivered intraventricularly 

prior to transient occlusion of the middle cerebral artery significantly increased reparative 

proliferation of new neurons (Dempsey et al., 2003). When delivered to the cortical surface 

post middle cerebral artery occclusion, exogenous GDNF decreased infarct area while 

preventing neuron apoptosis and autophagy (Shang et al., 2010). Exogenous GDNF delivery is 

both expensive and in most practical cases, invasive. The approach of cell-mediated delivery 

utilizes cells transfected with plasmids carrying genes of interest, in this case GDNF, to deliver 

the protein products of said genes.  

Cell-mediated GDNF delivery has proven to be potently neuroprotective in animal PD models. 

Systemic administration of GDNF transfected macrophages had strong neuroprotective effects, 

ameliorating neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation in PD mice (Zhao et al., 2014). In a 

MPTP mouse model of PD, HEK-293 cells transfected with GDNF plasmid were transplanted into 

the striatum 3 days prior to MPTP and prevented dopaminergic neuron death and behavioural 
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deficits (Revishchin et al., 2016). Cell-mediated GDNF delivery has also been shown to be 

neurotrophic, neuroprotective and/or neuroregenerative in many other CNS/PNS studies 

outside of PD (Chen et al., 2009, Paolone et al., 2019, Hu et al., 2017, Kust et al., 2015, Wang et 

al., 2018).  

Naked plasmid delivery attempts to utilize plasmids containing genes of interest to transfect 

tissues, thus instilling the ability for these tissues to express the genes of interest themselves. 

Injection into the substantia nigra with either an adenoviral vector and an adeno-associated 

virus (AAV) encoding GDNF protected dopaminergic neurons from 6-hydroxydopamine (6-

OHDA) induced neurodegeneration (Choi-Lundberg et al., 1997, Penttinen et al., 2018, Quintino 

et al., 2019). Administration of an AAV-2 vector expressing GDNF led to enhanced functionality 

of dopaminergic neurons in aged rhesus monkeys and neuroregeneration in MPTP-lesioned 

monkeys (Johnston et al., 2009, Kells et al., 2010). Exogenous GDNF administration, cell-

mediated GDNF delivery and naked GDNF plasmid delivery were explored for their 

neuroprotective potential against neurotoxic aspects of inflammation in this study. 

1.6   Hypothesis and goals 

GDNF is the principal neurotrophin for the developing ENS and has been observed to possess 

neuroprotective capabilities outside of the intestine. During intestinal inflammation, myenteric 

neuron death is observed, and we hypothesized that GDNF could protect myenteric neurons 

from inflammatory challenge via RET receptor activation. We also explored the neuroprotective 

potential of cell-mediated GDNF delivery by transfecting HEK-293 cells with a GDNF encoded 

plasmid. We aimed to investigate the processing of GDNF in transfected HEK-293 cells and 

hypothesized that 15-17 kD GDNF would be responsible for neurotrophic or neuroprotective 
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effects observed in cell-mediated GDNF delivery. Mature GDNF upregulation during 

inflammation was previously observed, and we hypothesized that MMP-9, an important player 

in GDNF processing, was involved in producing mature GDNF. 

Overall, this thesis will attempt to identify the role of GDNF in protecting myenteric neurons 

from inflammatory damage.  

The goals of this project are: 

 Determine if GDNF is effective in preventing myenteric neuron loss 

 Test if RET signalling is required for GDNF-mediated neurotrophism 

 Develop a cell-mediated delivery system of GDNF and a) test it for its effectiveness in 

myenteric neuroprotection b) explore the mechanism of cellular GDNF processing 

 Determine whether MMP-9 plays a role in GDNF processing during pro-inflammatory 

stimulated GDNF upregulation  
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

2.1  Animals 

Sprague-Dawley rats and Balb/c mice obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Montreal, QC) 

were housed in microfilter-isolated cages in pairs and bred in the GIDRU animal facility. Animals 

had access to food (Purina #5008) and water ad libitum and were monitored daily by Animal 

Care Services at Queen’s University. In accordance with the guidelines in the Canadian Council 

of Animal Care’s (CCAC) National Institutional Animal User Training protocol, an introductory 

course in animal handling ethics (QACS 799 Introduction to Animal Care) was completed prior 

to commencement of this project. All procedures received approval from the Queen’s 

University Animal Care Committee and conformed to CCAC guidelines. 

2.2  Primary intestinal co-culture preparation 

Co-cultures of neonatal rat smooth muscle, myenteric neurons and glia were generated from 

the small intestine of Sprague-Dawley rats (2-8 days of age). Animals were sacrificed and the 

small intestine was isolated in HEPES-buffered Hank’s saline (HH; pH 7.35). The mesentery was 

removed and the mucosa and muscularis mucosa were separated from the smooth muscle-

myenteric plexus (SM/MP) layers. The mucosa and submucosa were discarded and the SM/MP 

was minced into small pieces and then incubated in 0.25% trypsin II (Sigma) in HH for 70 min. 

The tissue was resuspended in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; GIBCO, Carlsbad, 

California, USA) containing 5% fetal calf serum (FCS) and triturated to yield a single cell 

suspension. Cell number was determined using a hemocytometer and cells were plated in 24-

well plates on collagen-coated glass cover slips at a density of 4 x 105 cells/ml.  
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In acute co-cultures, cells plated in DMEM with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS) were incubated for 1 

hr and then replaced with serum-free DMEM and treated as described below. Co-cultures were 

then incubated for 48 hr and fixed in neutral buffered formalin (NBF; pH 7.4). 

In established co-cultures, cells plated in 5% FCS were incubated for 48 hr and then deprived of 

serum, treated and incubated for 48 hr before fixation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Muscularis externa co-culture timeline (acute vs established models). 
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2.3  Co-culture cell suspension  

10 μl of freshly dissociated co-culture suspension (4 x 105 cells/ml) was pipetted onto a 

microscope slide and air-dried in a laminar flow hood for 24 hr prior to fixation in NBF. These 

dried cellular suspensions were used to compare the initial proportion of neurons to total cells 

with that of co-cultures after 48 hr in vitro. 

2.4  ISMC cell culture preparation 

Rat intestinal circular smooth muscle cells (ISMCs) from the colon of adult animals, passaged 2-

3 times, were obtained from liquid nitrogen stocks and grown in DMEM with 5% FCS in 60 mm 

dishes until confluent. ISMCs were sub-cultured into 24 well plates and incubated until 80-90% 

confluent. Cells were treated with TNF-α (50 ng/ml; Peprotech) and or MMP-9 Inhibitor I (5 μM; 

Calbiochem). Lysate and supernatant (conditioned medium; CM) samples were collected and 

processed (as explained in Methods 2.10) for western blot analysis.  

2.5 Tissue treatment 

The following treatments were applied to co-cultures: 

Exogenous Peptide: GDNF (50 ng/ml; 450-10; Peprotech; Rodrigues et al. (2011)) 

Metabolic inhibitor: 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP; 0.5-1.0 mM; Sigma; Kearon (2014)) 

NO donors: Sodium nitroprusside (SNP; 100-300 M; Sigma; Venkataramana et al. (2015)), 

diethylenetriamine NONOate (DETA; 100-350 M; Sigma; Venkataramana et al. (2015)) 

RET kinase inhibitors: Vandetanib (VAN; 1 M; LC Labs-V9402; Gougeon et al. (2013)), 

GSK3179106 (GSK; 0.1-1 M; MedChem) 

Cytokine: TNF-α (50 ng/ml; Peprotech; Gougeon et al. (2013)) 
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MMP-9 inhibitor: MMP-9 Inhibitor I (5 M; Calbiochem; Cirella (2016)) 

2.6  HEK cell culture preparation 

HEK-293 cells were obtained from liquid nitrogen stocks and grown in DMEM with 5% FCS in 60 

mm dishes until confluent. These were sub-cultured into 35 mm dishes and were incubated 

until 70-90% confluent. Cells were trypsinized to obtain a single cell suspension for addition to 

co-cultures at densities of 103 or 104 cells/ml (1 ml/well).  

Alternatively, HEK-293 cells were sub-cultured into 24-well plates, incubated until 70-90% 

confluent and transfected (Methods 2.7) and/or treated with MMP-9 Inhibitor I (5 μM; 

Calbiochem) for 24 hr. Lysates and CM were then collected and processed for western blotting 

(Methods 2.10). 

2.7  DNA plasmid transfection 

HEK-293 cells were grown in 35 mm dishes in 5% FCS until 70-90% confluent, then were 

transfected with a GDNF-GFP adeno associated virus (AAV) plasmid encoding full-length GDNF 

(gift, M. Bohn). Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) was used to transfect HEK-

293 cells following manufacturer protocol. For this, 10 l of Lipofectamine 2000 and 5 g of 

DNA plasmid were diluted in separate Eppendorf tubes of 125 l of DMEM. The Lipofectamine-

DMEM and DNA-DMEM solutions were then combined, mixed, and incubated at room 

temperature for 5 min before addition to 35 mm dishes of HEK-293 cells. Fluorescence 

microscopy was used to visualize GFP expression in HEK-293 cells (Olympus IX70). After 24 hr of 

transfection and at least 50-70% GFP expression, cells were trypsinized and the suspension was 

then added to co-cultures as described above. 
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2.8   TNBS-induced colitis 

TNBS-induced colitis was used to model transmural intestinal inflammation as previously 

described (Stanzel et al., 2008). 500 μl of TNBS (200 mM; Fluka) dissolved in 50% ethanol was 

directly administered 8 cm proximal to the anus (mid-descending colon) of adult Sprague-

Dawley rats. Isoflurane exposure was used to anesthetize animals which were sacrificed 2 days 

post-TNBS instillation. Mid-descending colonic tissue was dissected and the circular smooth 

muscle layer was isolated. For this, the colon was cut longitudinally and pinned, next the 

mucosa and submucosal layers were removed and the circular smooth muscle (CSM) was 

isolated from the longitudinal smooth muscle (LSM) layer, cut into strips and placed in 1x 

reducing sample buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, 6% glycerol, 0.5% SDS, 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.001% 

bromophenol blue) for western blot analysis. This procedure was performed by Dr. Sandra 

Lourenssen. 

For CSM from the inflamed colon, CSM was digested and a differential adhesion plating 

technique was used to remove immune cells. Dissociated cells suspended in serum-free 

medium were plated onto culture dishes and allowed to settle for 5 min. In this time, immune 

cells firmly adhered to culture dishes. After 5 min, supernatant containing non-adherent CSM 

cells was removed and re-plated onto a fresh culture dish. This process was repeated until 

suspension was devoid of immune cells, determined via microscopy to assess cell morphology. 

Suspension was then centrifuged and resuspended in 1x reducing sample buffer. Differential 

plating was performed by Dr. Michael Blennerhassett. 
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2.9   Hydrodynamic plasmid delivery 

Artificial in vivo expression of GDNF in this study utilized naked plasmid delivery with an AAV 

GDNF-GFP plasmid. Our study utilized the hydrodynamic injection technique, as previously 

found to induce systemic expression of varying plasmid encoded genes in mice (Pruss et al., 

2011, Golder et al., 2010, Zhang et al., 1999, Kovacsics and Raper, 2014).  

Plasmid DNA (100 g) was diluted in a volume of lactated Ringer solution equal to 10% of 

mouse body weight. The solution was injected into the tail vein of adult Balb/c wild-type mice 

in 6 seconds, using a 27-gauge needle and a 3-ml syringe (Pruss et al., 2011, Golder et al., 2010). 

The large injection volume has been demonstrated to result in transient right sided congestive 

heart failure, causing a backup of fluid through the portal vein and resulting in effective 

transfection of liver hepatocytes (Zhang et al., 1999). This procedure was performed by Kate 

Nesbitt (Lillicrap Lab, Queen’s University). 

2.10 Western blot analysis 

Cells from duplicate wells in 24-well culture plates were lysed with 200 l of 1x reducing sample 

buffer, transferred to Eppendorf tubes and frozen at -80°C. 30 l aliquots containing 3 l of 1M 

DTT were resolved via electrophoresis (200 V for 10 min, 120 V for 1 hr) using 15% SDS-PAGE 

gels. Protein was transferred to activated PVDF membranes using a semi-dry transfer apparatus 

(Bio-Rad) at 15 V for 1 hr. Following transfer, the membranes were dried for 1 hr at 37°C, re-

activated with methanol and then incubated in milk to block non-specific antibody binding for 1 

hr in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T) and 5% skim milk. Membranes were 

incubated with primary antibodies diluted in tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 containing 5% 

skim milk overnight at 4°C with gentle agitation. A goat anti-GDNF antibody (1:1000; AF-212-
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NA; R&D systems) was used for GDNF detection. To detect MMP-9, membranes were incubated 

with a mouse anti-MMP-9 antibody (1:1000; NBP-2-131373; Novus Biologicals). Blots were 

reprobed with anti-GAPDH (1:5000; CB1001-500UG, Millipore) as a loading control. Membranes 

were washed 3x for 10 min in TBS-T before incubation with appropriate horseradish peroxidase 

linked (HRP) secondary antibodies for 2 hr at room temperature; rabbit anti-goat HRP (1:20 

000; R&D Systems) or goat anti-mouse HRP (1:20 000; PI-31430, Thermo Scientific). PVDF 

membranes were then washed with TBS-T for 10 min (GAPDH) and 60 min (GDNF). Incubation 

with ~100 l of chemiluminescent substrate (Luminata Forte; Millipore) was applied to 

membranes and imaged using a ChemiDoc MP system (Bio-Rad). 

Image Lab software (Bio-Rad) was used to outline bands of interest and obtain integrated 

optical densities (IODs) of resolved bands whereas saturated bands were excluded. The ratios 

of IODs from target and housekeeping (GAPDH) bands were used to normalize and compare 

protein expression across conditions. No GAPDH was used in CM samples. 

2.11 Trichloroacetic acid protein preparation 

Trichloroacetic acid (TCA; SIGMA) precipitation was utilized to concentrate proteins in CM 

samples. For this, cell CM was collected, filtered and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. 500 l 

samples of CM were thawed on ice and 2% sodium deoxycholate (Na-DOC; SIGMA) was added 

(final concentration of 0.02%) and samples were vortexed and stored on ice for 30 min. TCA 

was then added (final concentration of 10%) and again vortexed and set back on ice for 2 hr. 

Samples were centrifuged at 4°C for 10 min at 13 000 RPM. Supernatant was removed and 400 

l of acetone was added and centrifuged for 5 min at 13 000 RPM. Acetone was removed and 

40 l of 1x SB was added to dissolve pellets along with gentle agitation. 5 l of 1x SB was added 
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repeatedly until pellets were dissolved. 2 l of 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) was added to the SB to 

neutralize any remaining TCA. Protein expression in CM samples was examined via western 

blotting as described above. 

2.12 Immunocytochemistry 

Fixed co-cultures were washed 3x for 10 min in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Primary 

antibodies were then diluted in PBS containing 0.2% Tween (PBS-T) and applied to cultures 

overnight at 4°C. Mouse anti-HUD antibody (1:500; Molecular Probes; Cirella (2016)) was used 

to detect neuron cell bodies; Rabbit anti-SNAP-25 antibody (1:4000; Sigma; Cirella (2016)) was 

used as an axonal marker. Primary antibody was removed and cultures were washed 3x for 10 

min in 1x PBS. Next, cultures were incubated in Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies for 2 hr at 

room temperature. Goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 or 555 antibodies (1:1000; Molecular Probes; 

Cirella (2016)) were used for axon visualization; goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 or 555 antibodies 

(1:1000; Molecular Probes; Cirella (2016)) were used for neuron cell body visualization. 

Secondary antibodies were removed and Hoechst 333258 (0.1 l/ml; Sigma) nuclear stain was 

applied for 30 sec. Cover slips were washed 3x for 10 min in 1x PBS before mounting on glass 

slides with ~10 l of 50% glycerol. Slides were stored at 4°C.  

2.13 Neuron, axon and total cell number quantification 

Neurons and axons were visualized using an Olympus BX51 microscope with 40x objective. For 

each cover-slip, HuD-positive neuron cell bodies in every 3rd field of view, along the vertical and 

horizontal midlines were counted, representing ~3% of cover slip surface area. Axon number 

was measured by counting every neurite intersecting the entire length of the vertical and 

horizontal midlines of each cover slip. Axon outgrowth was calculated by dividing the square of 
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the total number of axons by total neuron number to give axonal density (Lourenssen et al., 

2010). Total cell number was quantified in 10 non-adjacent fields of Hoechst labelled nuclei, 

acquired along the same axes as neuron counts for each cover slip. Neuron, axon and total cell 

number were counted in duplicate cover slips for each treatment group and the mean value 

was calculated.  

2.14 Statistical analysis 

All values represent the mean  the standard error of the mean (SEM) of n animals. Values 

were represented as a percentage of controls, therefore error bars were not present for control 

groups. Statistical analysis was performed using SigmaPlot software. For normally distributed 

data, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni’s post t-test was used for multiple 

comparisons with a statistical significance assumed for p<0.05. For non-normally distributed 

data, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test for multiple comparisons was utilized, with a 

statistical significance assumed for p<0.05. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests were used to make 

comparisons between data sets containing two groups, assuming p<0.05 as the threshold of 

statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed on groups with an n value of 3 or 

greater. N values will be stated otherwise. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1 GDNF is neuroprotective for myenteric neurons 

We utilized a co-culture model of the muscularis externa to study changes in neuron number, 

axon density and total cell number. In this model, GDNF has been demonstrated to promote 

neuron survival and axon outgrowth (Rodrigues et al., 2011, Gougeon et al., 2013, Han et al., 

2015). As observed in Fig 2, this co-culture model can be used in 2 ways. First, the acute model 

addresses the survival challenge to freshly isolated neurons, which otherwise experience 

roughly 40% neuron loss. The isolation process renders neurons axotomized, thus this model 

represents axotomy-induced neuron loss. Secondly, the established model mimics an intact 

ENS with a stable number of inter-connected myenteric neurons. The initial 48 hr incubation 

period in 5% FCS allows for axonal re-extension from the freshly isolated neurons and 

additionally, extracellular matrix reconstruction. The established model can be used to study 

axon outgrowth or alternatively, neuron loss from introduced challenges. 

3.1.1 GDNF promotes neuron survival and axon outgrowth in tissue culture models 

To determine the effects of GDNF in our co-culture models, exogenous GDNF (50 ng/ml) was 

added to both acute and established co-cultures for 48 hr and neuron number and axon density 

were assessed. GDNF addition to acute co-cultures prevented neuron loss and led to robust 

axon outgrowth as compared to control cohorts (p<0.05; Fig 3A-III, B-C). In established co-

cultures the addition of GDNF similarly resulted in profound axon outgrowth and prevented 

neuron loss (p<0.05; Fig 4A-II, B-C).  
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Figure 3. GDNF is neurotrophic in the acute co-culture model. A, Representative images of 

time 0 co-culture suspension (Time 0; I) and control (II) and GDNF treated (III) acute co-

cultures displaying fluorescent labelling of neuron cell body marker HUD (green; white 

arrow) and Hoechst for nuclei (blue; yellow arrow). Scale bars; 50 µm. B, GDNF maintains 

initial neuron number in acute co-cultures (*, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, 

F=5.323, df=2, p<0.05, n=7). C-D, GDNF prevents axotomy induced neuron death (C, *, paired 

two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-3.42, df=4, p<0.05, n=4) and stimulates axon outgrowth (D, 

identified using axonal marker SNAP-25, *, paired two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-2.24, df=5, 

p<0.05, n=6) in acute cultures.  
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In established co-cultures, GDNF effectively maintains initial neuron number from the start of 

the 48 hr treatment period, completely preserving neuron number (Han et al., 2015). GDNF was 

effective in preventing neuron loss and promoting axon outgrowth in both co-culture models, 

indicating that both models are sensitive to GDNF. 

GDNF effectively prevented neuron death in the acute model, however, we wished to 

determine if GDNF completely preserved all neurons in acute co-cultures. To test this, we 

quantified the initial neuron number plated in acute co-cultures, by identifying the percentage 

of neurons/total cells in isolated co-culture cell suspensions. Initial neuron number was 

compared with the neuron number of acute co-cultures treated with GDNF for 48 hr.  

Initial neuron number in co-culture suspensions did not differ from acute cultures treated with 

GDNF for 48 hr (p>0.05). Additionally, control co-cultures treated with DMEM alone lost 

roughly 40% of neurons from the initial neuron number (p<0.05). These findings confirm first, 

that roughly 40% of neurons are lost in the acute model. More importantly, the addition of 

GDNF effectively preserves all neurons in culture, indicating that all myenteric neurons are 

sensitive to GDNF in our model. 

Exogenous GDNF successfully prevented neuron loss and promoted axon outgrowth in both of 

our co-culture models. Therefore, we wished to determine if GDNF could protect myenteric 

neurons against introduced neurotoxic challenges which model aspects of inflammatory neuron 

death. However, before we could test GDNF against these challenges, we needed to establish 

and validate that these challenges could induce neuron death in our co-culture model.  
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Figure 4. GDNF is neurotrophic in the established co-culture model. A, Representative 

images of control (I) and GDNF (II) treated established co-cultures with fluorescent labelling 

of neuron cell body marker HUD (green), axonal protein SNAP-25 (red; white arrow) and 

Hoechst for nuclei (blue). Scale bars; 50 µm. B-C, GDNF prevents neuron loss (B, *, paired 

two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-3.284, df=14, p<0.05, n=15) and promotes axon outgrowth (C, 

*, paired two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-2.897, df=12, p<0.05, n=13) in established co-

cultures. 
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3.1.2 Metabolic inhibition and nitric oxide induce selective neuron death 

Established co-cultures were used to model acute inflammatory events that are hypothesized 

to damage the ENS and result in neuron death. Established co-cultures were treated for 48 hr 

with models of hypoxia (via metabolic inhibition) or high levels of nitric oxide (via NO donors). 

Neuron and total cell numbers were quantified to determine whether these challenges caused 

neuron death at varying drug concentrations, and if so, whether this was selective for neurons. 

Exposing established co-cultures to 0.75 mM DNP was previously identified to induce selective 

neuron death via metabolic inhibition (Kearon thesis, 2014). To reaffirm this, co-cultures were 

exposed to DNP at a range of concentrations surrounding 0.75 mM (0.5 – 1.0 mM; Fig 5A) and 

changes in neuron and total cell number were assessed. The treatment of co-cultures with 0.75 

mM DNP caused 42% neuron loss (p<0.05) while total cell number remained unchanged 

(p>0.05; Fig 5A, 6B). In contrast, treatment with 0.5 mM DNP did not induce any significant 

changes in either neuron or total cell number, while 1.0 mM DNP treatment induced non-

selective cytotoxicity (p<0.05; n=3). Therefore, 0.75 mM DNP was considered effective in 

causing selective neuron death and was used in subsequent work. 

Next, we wished to study the effect of NO on neuron survival in established co-cultures. We 

selected chemical NO donors previously observed to induce selective neurotoxicity, SNP and 

DETA. Earlier, selective neuron death was observed in established co-cultures treated with 100 

μM of either NO donor (Venkataramana et al., 2015). However, neither NO donor altered 
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neuron or total cell number at 100 μM. NO donor concentrations were extended (100–350 μM) 

in attempt to induce cytotoxicity. 

Co-culture exposure to 200 μM of SNP was found to cause high levels of neuron death (p<0.05; 

Fig 5B, 6C) with no changes in total cell number (p>0.05). Treatment with 150 μM SNP did not 

cause neuron or total cell death (p>0.05) while SNP concentrations of 250 (p<0.05) and 300 

(n=2) μM caused non-selective cytotoxicity. 

Addition of DETA at 300 μM resulted in selective neuron loss (p<0.05; Fig 5C, 6D) as total cell 

number was unaltered (p>0.05). Treatment with DETA at concentrations of 100 (n=1), 200 (n=1) 

or 250 μM (p>0.05) did not alter neuron or total cell number while addition of DETA at 350 μM 

resulted in non-selective cytotoxicity (p<0.05). 

Thus, co-culture treatment with DETA at 300 µM induced nearly 60% neuron death, while 

treatment with 250 µM did not appear to induce any neuron death. To reconfirm this result, a 

new batch of DETA was obtained and established co-cultures were treated with DETA at 250 or 

300 µM for 12-48 hr. In this experiment, 300 µM DETA again induced roughly 60% neuron 

death, however, 250 µM DETA also induced neuron death, approximately 40% (n=1). No change 

in total cell number was observed (not shown). This experiment confirms that DETA induced 

neuron loss gradually increases with both time and concentration. 

The selected chemical concentrations of DNP at 0.75 mM, SNP at 200 µM and DETA at 300 µM 

were concluded to induce selective neuron death in established co-cultures. These 

concentrations were used in subsequent work to model metabolic inhibition and NO induced 

neuron death in established co-cultures. 
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Figure 5. Metabolic inhibition and nitric oxide cause selective neuron death in established co-

cultures. A-C, Co-culture concentration-responses to metabolic inhibitor DNP (A, 0.5-1.0 mM; 

n=3-10) or NO donors SNP (B, 100-300 µM; n=2-4) and DETA (C, 100-350 µM; n=1-4) for 48 hr. 

Neurons (green bars) and total cells (blue bars) were quantified to identify concentrations 

resulting in selective neuron death. A, Addition of DNP at 0.75 mM causes neuron death (*, 

Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=24.833, df=3, p<0.05, n=4) without affecting total cell 

number (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=15.917, df=3, p>0.05, n=4). B, SNP 

addition at 200 µM results in neuron loss (*, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=17.850, df=5, 

p<0.05, n=3) and has no influence on total cell number (Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, 

H=12.433, df=5, p>0.05, n=3). C, Addition of 300 µM DETA results in neuron death (*, Kruskal-

Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=20.055, df=5, p<0.05, n=3) without influencing total cell number 

(Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=11.441, df=5, p>0.05, n=3). D, Established co-cultures 

treated with DETA displaying increasing neuron death from 0-48 hr (n=1; 250 µM: blue line; 300 

µM: orange line). 
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3.1.3 GDNF maintains neuron survival during neurotoxic challenge  

Concentration-dependency experiments with DNP, SNP and DETA provided models of 

metabolic inhibition and NO that caused selective neuron death. We next examined the ability 

of GDNF to prevent metabolic inhibition and NO induced neuron loss. To test this, established 

cultures were pre-treated with GDNF (50 ng/ml) for 1 hr prior to DNP, SNP or DETA addition for 

48 hr. Neuron number and axon density were quantified and plotted as percentages of 

untreated controls. As observed in Fig 6E, GDNF pre-treatment successfully prevented DNP 

induced neuron loss (p<0.05). Similarly, neuron loss due to SNP or DETA was prevented by 

GDNF pre-treatment (p<0.05; Fig 6C-D, 7C,E). Axon density was not altered in DNP, SNP or DETA 

treated co-cultures with or without GDNF pre-treatment (p>0.05; Fig 6B-G, 7B,D,F). 

Therefore, GDNF pre-treatment successfully prevented neuron loss through challenges of 

metabolic inhibition or NO. Of even greater importance, in all experiments, co-cultures which 

were pre-treated with GDNF prior to exposure to DNP, SNP or DETA did not differ in neuron 

number as compared to control cultures (p>0.05). This indicated that GDNF pre-treatment was 

effective in maintaining neuron survival through challenge of either metabolic inhibition or NO. 

Pre-treatment with GDNF for only 1 hr was successful in preventing neuron loss, but raised a 

question. Must GDNF be present prior to challenge, or is GDNF addition at the time of challenge 

introduction enough to sustain neuron survival? To answer this, we co-treated established 

cultures with GDNF and DNP or SNP for 48 hr. Neuron number and axon density again were 

represented as a percentage of neuron number found in control groups. 
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Figure 6. GDNF preserves neuronal integrity through challenge of metabolic inhibition 

or nitric oxide. A, Representative images of established co-cultures treated with DNP (B, 

0.75 mM), SNP (C, 200 µM), DETA (D, 300 µM) alone or pretreated with GDNF (50 

ng/mL) for 1 hr before DNP (E, G + DNP), SNP (F, G + SNP) or DETA (G, G + DETA) 

addition for 48 hr. Co-cultures were fluorescently labelled via neuronal cell body marker 

HUD (green), axonal protein SNAP-25 (red) and Hoechst for nuclei (blue). Scale bars 50 

µm. 
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GDNF co-treatment effectively prevented DNP induced neuron death (113%  5%; one-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=19.064, df=3, p<0.05; n=3) and was not different as 

compared to control cultures or GDNF pre-treated cultures (1.07%  2%; one-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni’s post test, F=19.064, df=3, p>0.05, n=3). GDNF co-treatment did not affect axon 

density (166%  45%; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=3.672, df=3, p>0.05; n=3). 

In cultures co-treated with SNP and GDNF, neuron loss was not prevented (77%  8%; Krusal-

Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=14.563, df=3, p>0.05; n=3) in comparison to cultures treated 

with SNP alone. However, co-treated culture neuron number was not different from control or 

pre-treated cultures (p>0.05). GDNF co-treatment did not significantly alter axon density (52%  

14%; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=10.136, df=3, p>0.05; n=3). These findings 

indicated that co-treatment of GDNF at the time of challenge was effective in preventing DNP 

and SNP induced neuron loss, as neuron number was preserved at control levels. 
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Figure 7. GDNF maintains neuron number during neurotoxic challenge. A-F, Established co-cultures 

were treated with DNP (0.75 mM), SNP (200 µM), DETA (300 µM) or pretreated with GDNF (50 ng/mL) 

for 1 hr before DNP (G + DNP), SNP (G + SNP) or DETA (G + DETA) addition for 48 hr. * represents a 

significant difference as compared to control and ** represents a significant difference as compared to 

DNP, SNP or DETA alone. A-B, GDNF prevented DNP induced neuron death (A, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s 

post test, H=16.342, df=2, p<0.05, n=8) and maintained neuron number at control levels. DNP did not 

cause axonal loss (B, Kruskal-Wallis, H=0.331, df=2, p>0.05, n=7). C-D, GDNF prevented SNP (200 µM) 

induced neuron loss (C, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=6.586, df=2, p<0.05, n=6), 

holding neuron number at control levels. SNP did not cause axonal loss (D, Kruskal-Wallis, H=5.298, df=2, 

p>0.05, n=5). E-F, GDNF prevented DETA induced neuron death (E, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, 

H=12.407, df=2, p<0.05, n=4), maintaining neuron number in culture. DETA did not cause axonal loss (F, 

Kruskal-Wallis, H=0.331, df=2, p>0.05, n=4). 
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3.1.4 GDNF neuroprotection requires RET signalling 

GDNF was highly effective in preventing myenteric neuron loss caused by metabolic inhibition 

(via DNP), nitric oxide (via NO donors: SNP and DETA) and axotomy (via acute co-culture 

model). While the predominant signalling system of GDNF operates through a GFRα1 and RET 

co-receptor system, GDNF can signal through alternate signalling systems, particularly via 

NCAM mediated signalling (Paratcha et al., 2003, Sjostrand et al., 2007, Charoy et al., 2012). To 

determine if RET signalling was critical for neuroprotection by GDNF, two RET tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors were applied to established co-cultures 1 hr prior to GDNF (50 ng/ml) addition which 

was followed 1 hr later by treatment with DNP or DETA. 

The first of these was vandetanib (VAN), a multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor which was 

previously demonstrated to block GDNF stimulated axon outgrowth in established co-cultures 

(1.0 µM; Gougeon et al., 2013). The second was GSK3179106 (GSK), a novel, RET-specific 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor which has not yet been used widely.  

Pre-treatment of co-cultures with VAN or GSK completely blocked GDNF-mediated neuron 

survival during DNP challenge (p<0.05; Fig 8F, 9A). In fact, VAN or GSK (1 μM) pre-treatment 

effectively resulted in further neuron loss than in cultures treated with DNP alone (p<0.05). Pre-

treatment with VAN and GSK (1 μM) also reduced axon density to levels lower than controls 

and DNP treatment alone (p<0.05; Fig 8F, 9B). 

Similarly, in cultures challenged with DETA, both inhibitors successfully blocked GDNF-mediated 

neuron survival (p<0.05; Fig 8I, 9C). Additionally, VAN and GSK (1 μM) pre-treatment induced 

further neuron death than observed in cultures treated with DETA alone (p<0.05). Co-culture  
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Figure 8. RET inhibition blocks GDNF-mediated neuronal survival during neurotoxic 

challenge. Established co-cultures were treated with RET-selective tyrosine kinase inhibitor 

GSK3179106 (GSK; 0.1-1 µM; C-D) or multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor Vandetanib 

(VAN; 1 µM; G) with or without GDNF (50 ng/mL; B) and DNP (0.75 mM; GSK + G + DNP; F) 

or DETA (300 µM; VAN + G + DETA; I) for 48 hr. Co-cultures were fluorescently labelled with 

neuronal cell body marker HUD (green), axonal protein SNAP-25 (red) and Hoechst for 

nuclei (blue). Scale bars 50 µm. 
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Figure 9. RET inhibition prevents GDNF-mediated neuroprotection. A-D, RET tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors Vandetanib (1 µM) or GSK3179106 (0.1-1.0 µM) were added to established co-

cultures 1 hr prior to GDNF (50 ng/mL) addition. 1 hr after GDNF addition, metabolic inhibitor 

DNP (0.75 mM) or nitric oxide donor DETA (300 µM) were administered to co-cultures (* 

denotes a significant difference as compared to groups treated with GDNF + DETA/DNP (-)). A-

B, In co-cultures exposed to VAN or GSK, GDNF was not able to prevent DNP induced neuron 

loss (A, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=38.792, df=6, p<0.05, n=3-4). Pre-

treatment with VAN or GSK induced axonal loss in comparison to cultures treated with both 

GDNF and DNP (B, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=17.014, df=6, p<0.05, n=3-4). C-D, 

GDNF was unable to prevent DETA induced neuron loss when cultures were pretreated with 

VAN or GSK (C, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=31.893, df=6, p<0.05, n=3-4). Pre-

treatment of VAN or GSK caused axonal loss in comparison to cultures treated with both DETA 

and GDNF (D, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=22.409, df=6, p<0.05, n=3-4). 
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pre-treatment with VAN reduced axon density in comparison to cultures treated with DETA 

alone (p>0.05; Fig 9D).  

The acute co-culture models the effects of axotomy, another challenge to neuron survival in 

which GDNF was observed to be neuroprotective. RET inhibitors were applied to acute cultures 

with or without GDNF to determine if RET signalling was required for GDNF-mediated neuron 

survival. For ease of interpretation, acute co-culture outcomes were represented as a 

percentage of neuron number and axon density in cultures treated with GDNF alone, as GDNF 

was observed to maintain maximal neuron survival. 

Application of RET inhibitors to acute cultures displayed a similar inhibition of GDNF-mediated 

neuron survival (p<0.05; Fig 10D). Additionally, RET inhibition caused further neuron loss than 

observed in control cohorts treated with DMEM alone (p<0.05; Fig 10A). Similarly, GDNF-

mediated increases in axon density were completely prevented by RET inhibition (p<0.05; Fig 

10B). 

When RET inhibitors alone were administered to acute cultures, dramatic neuron and axon loss 

was found, further so than in control cultures (p<0.05; Fig 10B). Additionally, VAN or GSK (1 

μM) did not influence total cell number in acute cultures (p>0.05; Fig 10C). These findings 

indicate that the GDNF response in acute co-cultures is heavily reliant on RET signalling, which 

is critical for both neuron survival and axon outgrowth. 

Since RET inhibition via VAN or GSK successfully blocked the neuroprotective effects of GDNF, it 

was concluded that RET signalling was required for GDNF to preserve neuron number during 

neurotoxic challenge. Interestingly, pre-treatment with VAN or GSK resulted in the dramatic 
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reduction of neuron number and axon density, more so than in cultures treated with DNP or 

DETA alone and in control acute cultures. This observation led us to hypothesize that not only is 

RET signalling required for neuroprotection via GDNF, but that it is also required for basal 

survival in myenteric neurons. 

To test this, we treated unchallenged established cultures with VAN or GSK alone. Additionally, 

we applied GDNF 1 hr after VAN or GSK treatment and neuron number and axon density were 

quantified. RET inhibition in established cultures let to striking effects, causing drastic neuron 

and axon loss (p<0.05; Fig 10D-E). The neurotrophic effects of GDNF were completely 

prevented by RET inhibition (p<0.05; Fig. 10A-B) and were not different from cultures exposed 

to RET inhibitors alone (p>0.05). No change in total cell number was observed with VAN or GSK 

addition (p>0.05; Fig 10F). The effect of RET inhibition in established cultures indicates that 

constitutive GDNF signalling via RET is required for basal neuron survival. 
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Figure 10. RET inhibition causes neuron and axon loss in acute and established co-cultures. 

Co-cultures were treated with RET specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor GSK3179106 (GSK; 0.1-1 

µM) or multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor Vandetanib (VAN; 1 µM) with or without 

GDNF (50 ng/mL). A, In acute co-cultures, GDNF addition in the presence of VAN or GSK did 

not prevent neuron death in comparison to cultures treated with GDNF alone (*, p<0.05). 

VAN or GSK (1.0 µM) resulted in neuron loss vs control (**, p<0.05) (one-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni’s post test, F=47.755, df=7, n=3-4). B, GDNF addition to acute co-cultures pre-

treated with VAN or GSK did not increase axon density vs GDNF alone (*, p<0.05). Addition of 

VAN or GSK (1.0 µM) alone resulted in decreased axon density vs control (**, p<0.05) 

(Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=22.372, df=7, n=3-4). C, VAN (1 µM) and GSK (1.0 

µM) treated acute co-cultures did not differ in total cell number (blue bars; one-way ANOVA, 

F=0.5692, df=2, p>0.05, n=3) while neuron loss was observed (*, green bars, Kruskal-Wallis 

with Dunn’s post test, H=1.1608, df=2, p<0.05, n=3). D, GDNF addition to established co-

cultures in the presence of VAN or GSK did not prevent neuron death vs GDNF alone (*, 

p<0.05). Addition of VAN or GSK alone caused significant neuron loss vs control (**, p<0.05) 

(Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=30.276, df=7, n=3-4). E, GDNF addition to 

established co-cultures pre-treated with VAN or GSK was not able to promote axon 

outgrowth vs GDNF alone (*, p<0.05). Addition of VAN or GSK alone caused axonal loss vs 

control (**, p<0.05) (Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=33.623, df=7, n=3-4). F, VAN or 

GSK treatment in established co-cultures caused selective neuron loss as cultures did not 

differ in total cell number vs control (blue bars; Kruskal-Wallis, H=4.556, df=3, p>0.05, n=3-4), 

while neuron loss was observed (*, green bars; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, 

F=16.861, df=3, p<0.05, n=3-4).  
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3.2 Evaluation of a method for cell-mediated GDNF delivery 

Exogenous GDNF was effective in promoting neuron survival and inducing axon outgrowth in 

co-cultures subjected to various neurotoxic challenges. This suggests that an enhanced cell-

mediated delivery system of GDNF may have similar effects. Cell-mediated delivery of GDNF 

has been effective in protecting CNS and PNS neurons, but has not been investigated in the ENS 

(Chen et al., 2009, Glavaski-Joksimovic et al., 2010, Zhao et al., 2014, Hu et al., 2017). Cell-

mediated delivery may provide an advantage by creating prolonged GDNF exposure and 

subsequent protection of challenged neurons. Therefore, HEK-293 cells were transfected with 

an AAV GDNF-GFP plasmid (GDNF Tx-HEK cells) to create a prototype of cell-mediated GDNF 

delivery in co-culture models.  

3.2.1 Cell-mediated GDNF delivery is neurotrophic 

Fluorescence microscopy was used to examine transfection efficiency in HEK cells by identifying 

GFP fluorescence, which would indicate successful transfection. Consistently, 50-70% of HEK 

cells displayed GFP fluorescence 24 hr post-transfection (Fig 11A-II), while naïve HEK cells did 

not display any fluorescence (not shown). Therefore, to determine if GDNF Tx-HEK cells were 

neurotrophic, they were first tested in established and acute co-cultures. 

Naïve HEK cells were first examined for non-specific effects before addition of GDNF Tx-HEK 

cells (G-HEK) to either established or acute co-cultures. Naïve HEK cells (HEK) did not alter 

neuron number or axon density in established or acute co-cultures with addition of either 103 

or 104 cells (p>0.05; Fig 11). 
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Figure 11. GDNF Tx-HEK cells are neurotrophic in established and acute co-cultures. 

Suspensions of naïve or GDNF Tx-HEK cells (G-HEK) were applied to established or acute co-

cultures for 48 hr. Naïve HEK cells (HEK) had no effect on neuron number or axon density 

(p>0.05). A, Representative phase contrast (I) and fluorescence (II) images of HEK cells 

transfected with an AAV GDNF-GFP plasmid for 24 hr displaying GFP expression in ~50% of cells 

(white; II). B, GDNF addition prevented neuron loss (*, p<0.05) in established co-cultures while 

GDNF Tx-HEK cells did not alter neuron number (p>0.05) (ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, 

F=4.990, df=5, n=4). C, Addition of GDNF Tx-HEK cells or GDNF promoted axon outgrowth in 

established co-cultures (*, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=6.860, df=5, p<0.05, n=4). D, 

Addition of GDNF Tx-HEK cells or GDNF prevented neuron loss in acute co-cultures (*, ANOVA 

with Bonferroni’s post test, F=9.976, df=5, p<0.05, n=4). E, Addition of GDNF Tx-HEK cells or 

GDNF stimulated axon outgrowth in acute co-cultures (*, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, 

H=14.242, df=5, p<0.05, n=4). Scale bars 50 µm. 
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In established co-cultures, the addition of either 103 or 104 GDNF Tx-HEK cells/well did not alter 

neuron number (Fig 11B). However, this greatly stimulated axon outgrowth (p<0.05; Fig 11C) to 

levels which were similar to exogenous GDNF treated cultures (50 ng/ml; p>0.05). 

Here, strong effects of cell-mediated GDNF delivery were also seen in acute co-cultures. GDNF 

Tx-HEK cell addition prevented neuron loss (p<0.05; Fig 11D) and was indistinguishable from 

exogenous GDNF treated cultures (p>0.05). Similarly, GDNF Tx-HEK cells promoted axon 

outgrowth (p<0.05; Fig 11E) to an extent where axon density was similar to cohorts treated 

with exogenous GDNF (p>0.05). These experiments indicate that in both established and acute 

co-cultures, GDNF Tx-HEK cell addition results in maximal neurotrophic effects, equivalent to 

that of exogenous GDNF. These encouraging results led us to test whether GDNF Tx-HEK cells 

could also prevent DNP, SNP or DETA induced neuron loss.  

3.2.2 Cell-mediated GDNF delivery is neuroprotective 

The addition of GDNF Tx-HEK cells at 104 cells/well appeared optimal for neuron survival and 

axon outgrowth in established and acute co-cultures, although outcomes were not statistically 

different from addition of 103 cells/well. Therefore, the higher cell number was used in future 

studies. GDNF Tx-HEK cells were applied to established co-cultures 1 hr prior to challenge with 

DNP, SNP or DETA. In these experiments, naïve HEK cells were used as an additional control, 

but had no effect on any parameters (p>0.05). 

The addition of GDNF Tx-HEK cells (G-HEK) was remarkably successful in maintaining neuron 

survival in DNP, SNP or DETA treated cultures (p<0.05; Fig 12A,C,E). In all cases, cultures 

receiving GDNF Tx-HEK cells did not differ in neuron number from cohorts treated with 
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exogenous GDNF. Additionally, GDNF Tx-HEK cell addition completely prevented DETA induced 

axon loss, maintaining neuron number at levels statistically similar to controls (p>0.05; Fig 12F). 

In cultures exposed to SNP or DNP, pre-treatment with GDNF Tx-HEK cells had no effect on 

axon density (p>0.05; Fig 12B,D). The prominent neuroprotective abilities of GDNF Tx-HEK cells 

were evident and surpassed that of exogenous GDNF.  

The plasmid we used to transfect HEK cells encodes full length GDNF (50 kD) (gift from Bohn). 

However, the only isoform shown to be biologically active is mature 15-17 kD GDNF, the same 

as our exogenous peptide (15 kD) (Rodrigues et al., 2011, Gougeon et al., 2013). Therefore, we 

desired to first, identify the GDNF isoform(s) produced by GDNF Tx-HEK cells and secondly, 

investigate the post-translational processing of GDNF in transfected HEK cells. 
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Figure 12. GDNF Tx-HEK cells completely prevent neuron loss during neurotoxic challenge. 

Suspensions of GDNF Tx-HEK (G-HEK) or naïve HEK cells (HEK) were applied to established co-cultures 

1 hr prior to DNP (0.75 mM), SNP (200 µM) or DETA (300 µM ) addition. The addition of DNP, SNP or 

DETA with or without the addition of naïve HEK cells resulted in neuron death in all cases (*, p<0.05). 

A-B, Pre-treatment with GDNF Tx-HEK cells or GDNF (G) prevented DNP induced neuron death (A, **, 

p<0.05) (Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post, H=22.151, df=4, n=4-8). No differences were observed in 

axon density (B, Kruskal-Wallis test, H=3.101, df=4, p>0.05 n=4-8). C-D, Pre-treatment with GDNF Tx-

HEK cells or GDNF prevented SNP induced neuron loss (C, **, p<0.05) (Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post 

test, H=16.249, df=4, n=4-6). Only cultures treated with both naïve HEK cells and SNP experienced 

axon loss vs control (D, *, p<0.05) (Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post test, H=12.745, df=4, n=4-6). E-F, 

Pre-treatment with GDNF Tx-HEK cells or GDNF prevented DETA induced neuron loss (E, **, p<0.05) 

(one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=1.958, df=4, n=3-5). Only cultures treated with DETA 

alone or in combination with naïve HEK cells displayed axon loss (F, *, p<0.05) (one-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni’s post test, F=5.650, df=4, n=3-5).   
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3.2.3 GDNF expression and processing in transfected HEK cells 

The GDNF expression profile in GDNF Tx-HEK cells was assessed via western blotting. After 24 

hr of transfection, cell lysates were obtained in order to compare intracellular expression of 

GDNF with naive HEK cells. GAPDH was used as a loading control for all western blotting 

experiments assessing lysate expression. Naïve HEK cells did not express any detectable 

isoforms of GDNF (n=3; Fig 13A). GDNF Tx-HEK cells expressed GDNF at 20 and 25 kD, but did 

not contain detectable 15-17 kD mature GDNF (n=3; Fig 13A). 20 and 25 kD GDNF were 

previously identified as pro-GDNF isoforms (Lonka-Nevalaita et al., 2010). 

While, GDNF Tx-HEK cell lysates did not express mature 15-17 kD GDNF intracellularly, these 

cells had obvious functional effects on co-cultured myenteric neurons. This discrepancy led to 

the investigation of GDNF expression in GDNF Tx-HEK cell supernatants (conditioned medium) 

to determine the isoforms that may be present extracellularly. Western blots of CM from GDNF 

Tx-HEK cells showed predominant expression of mature 17 kD GDNF along with 20 and 25 kD 

isoforms, while full-length 50 kD expression was scarcely detectable (Fig 13B). 17 kD GDNF 

expression appeared most intensely at 44 hr post-transfection, with decreased intensity after 

66 hr (Fig 13B). Lysates from the same GDNF Tx-HEK cell culture (Lys; collected 66 hr post-

transfection; Fig 13B) were used to directly compare intracellular vs extracellular expression. 

GDNF peptide was used as a positive control and was detected at 15 kD (+ve; Peprotech; Fig 

13B). 17 kD expression is often detected in cell cultures due to post-translational modifications, 

specifically the N-glycosylation of GDNF, in contrast to the 15 kD recombinant peptide (Lin et 

al., 1993). 
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GDNF Tx-HEK cells produced mature GDNF, detected extracellularly, but not intracellularly, 

suggesting the presence of an extracellular processing mechanism. To address this, MMP-9, an 

extracellular matrix proteinase suggested to play a role in GDNF processing was investigated 

(Cirella thesis, 2016). 

A previous study demonstrated that the active, mature 82 kD isoform of MMP-9 was detected 

in naive HEK cell CM, while inactive 92 kD pro-MMP-9 was expressed intracellularly (Cirella 

thesis, 2016). If biologically active MMP-9 is in fact necessary to process GDNF into its mature 

isoform, this may explain the discrepancy between intracellular and extracellular GDNF 

expression in GDNF Tx-HEK cells. 

To examine the role of MMP-9 in GDNF Tx-HEK cell processing, MMP-9 Inhibitor I (9i; 5 μM) was 

applied to HEK cell cultures 1 hr before transfection and CM samples were collected 24 hr post-

transfection. GDNF Tx-HEK cells pre-treated with 9i prior to transfection (+) expressed 

substantially less 17 kD GDNF extracellularly as compared to inhibitor-free (-) GDNF Tx-HEK cell 

CM (p<0.05; Fig 13C-D). 9i pre-treated (+) GDNF Tx-HEK cell CM also appeared to express 

increased 50 kD GDNF. This indicates that MMP-9 inhibition shifted expression of the GDNF 

isoforms away from mature expression, and towards full-length expression. Therefore, we 

conclude that MMP-9 is critical for the production of functional, mature GDNF. 
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Figure 13. MMP-9 is critical for mature GDNF expression in GDNF Tx-HEK cells. A, 

Representative western blot demonstrating 20 and 25 kD GDNF expression in GDNF Tx-HEK cell 

lysates but not in naïve HEK cells. GAPDH was used as a loading control (n=3). B, Representative 

western blot of GDNF Tx-HEK cell CM obtained 22, 44 and 66 hr after transfection. CM 

predominantly contained mature 17 kD GDNF whereas GDNF Tx-HEK cell lysate (Lys) expressed 

GDNF at 20 and 25 kD. GDNF peptide was used as a positive control (+ve) (n=3). C, 

Representative western blot of CM from GDNF Tx-HEK cells pre-treated with MMP-9 Inhibitor I 

(+) 1 hr prior to transfection. 17 kD GDNF production was diminished and 50 kD GDNF was 

increased as compared to GDNF Tx-HEK cells which were not exposed to MMP-9 Inhibitor I (-). 

CM was obtained 24 hr after transfection (n=3). D, IOD of 17 kD GDNF from CM of GDNF Tx-

HEK cells treated with MMP-9 inhibitor (+) 1 hr prior to transfection. MMP-9 inhibition (9i+T-

HEK) substantially reduced mature 17 kD GDNF production (*, paired two-tailed Student’s t-

test, t=-3.422, df=2, p<0.05, n=3). 
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3.3 Mature MMP-9 expression is upregulated in inflammation 

During inflammation, mature GDNF production is upregulated in smooth muscle cells by 48 hr 

(Gougeon et al., 2013). In TNBS colitis, the rate of neuron death slows greatly after 48 hr, with 

no further neuron death past 96 hr (Sanovic et al., 1999). We suggest that GDNF upregulation 

may in fact act neuroprotectively to prevent further neuron death in inflammation. We 

hypothesized that MMP-9 plays a role in the upregulation of mature, functional GDNF 

expression in the inflammatory state.  

Previous work has demonstrated that pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α stimulates mature 

GDNF upregulation in ISMCs (Gougeon et al., 2013). Additionally, TNF-α also induced the 

upregulation of mature, 82 kD MMP-9 expression in established co-cultures (Fig 14A,E; Adapted 

from Cirella thesis, 2016). We wished to first investigate the expression of MMP-9 in ISMCs 

upon stimulation with TNF-α, and secondly, identify if MMP-9 is critical for TNF-α stimulated 

GDNF upregulation in ISMCs. 

3.3.1 TNF-α stimulates mature MMP-9 upregulation in ISMCs 

To examine the expression profile of MMP-9 in ISMCs and established co-cultures upon pro-

inflammatory cytokine stimulation, TNF-α was applied for 24 h. Cell lysates and CM were 

obtained and probed for MMP-9 via western blotting. ISMC lysates treated with TNF-α 

displayed a 12-fold increase in 82 kD MMP-9 expression in comparison to control ISMCs, which 

appeared to constitutively express low levels of 82 kD MMP-9 (p<0.05; Fig 14B,F). CM from 

ISMCs treated with TNF-α also possessed increased 82 kD MMP-9 expression as compared to 

control ISMC CM (p<0.05; Fig 14D,H). TNF-α treated co-culture CM showed increased 
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Figure 14. TNF-α upregulates active MMP-9 expression in ISMCs and co-cultures. A-H, ISMCs and 

co-cultures were exposed to TNF-α for 24 hr and MMP-9 expression was probed for via western 

blotting in cell lysates and CM. For blots of cell lysates, GAPDH was used as a loading control to 

normalize IODs. For CM, equal cell number was present in culture and equal volumes were 

processed to ensure equal loading. A, E, Adapted from Cirella (Thesis, 2016), Representative western 

blot (A) and IOD (E) displaying that 24hr TNF-α treatment increases active 82 kD MMP-9 expression 

in co-culture lysates vs control (DMEM). B, F, Representative western blot (B) and IOD (F) 

demonstrating that TNF-α upregulates active 82 kD MMP-9 expression in ISMC lysates (*, paired 

two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-3.923, df=2, p<0.05, n=3). C, G, Representative western blot (C) and 

IOD (G) displaying that TNF-α upregulates active 82 kD MMP-9 expression in co-culture CM (*, paired 

two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-2.159, df=4, p<0.05, n=3). D, H, Representative western blot (D) and 

IOD (H) demonstrating that TNF-α upregulates active 82 kD MMP-9 expression in ISMC CM (*, paired 

two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-2.621, df=3, p<0.05, n=4). 

Lysate 

Lysate 

CM 

CM 
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active 82 kD MMP-9 expression as compared to control co-culture CM (p<0.05; n=3; Fig 14C,E) 

and did not express any detectable 92 kD MMP-9 (Fig 14C). Control co-culture CM appeared to 

possess greater pro-MMP-9 (92 kD) than active MMP-9 (82 kD).  

In all cases, TNF-α stimulation upregulated active MMP-9 expression. However, of equal 

importance, ISMCs basally expressed active MMP-9 intracellularly, since mature GDNF is 

expressed in ISMCs intracellularly in vitro and in vivo in non-inflammatory states (Gougeon et 

al., 2013, Rodrigues et al., 2011). The basal presence of MMP-9 may explain why mature GDNF 

is detected in ISMCs intracellularly as compared to our findings in GDNF Tx-HEK cells, which did 

not intracellularly express active MMP-9, nor mature GDNF. Since TNF-α strongly upregulated 

active MMP-9 expression in ISMCs, we next sought to determine if MMP-9 was necessary for 

the TNF-α induced upregulation of mature GDNF in these cells. 

3.3.2 The role of MMP-9 in TNF-α stimulated GDNF upregulation 

To test the effects of MMP-9 on TNF-α stimulated GDNF expression, we applied 9i to ISMCs for 

1 hr prior to 24 hr TNF-α exposure. ISMC lysates and CM were obtained and probed for GDNF 

via western blotting. CM from ISMCs exposed to TNF-α possessed increased 50 kD GDNF 

expression and of note, 50 kD was the only detected isoform (p<0.05; Fig 15A-B). Pre-treatment 

with 9i prevented the TNF-α stimulated increase in GDNF expression (p<0.05; Fig 15A-B), 

effectively maintaining GDNF expression at control levels (p>0.05). ISMCs treated with 9i alone 

did not alter GDNF expression (p>0.05; Fig 15A-B). There were no changes in GDNF expression 

between any treatment groups in ISMC lysates, however mature 15 kD GDNF was detected 

(p>0.05; Fig 15C-D). MMP-9 appears to play a role in TNF-α stimulated GDNF upregulation in 

ISMCs extracellularly, but not intracellularly. 
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Figure 15. MMP-9 inhibition prevents TNF-α stimulated GDNF expression in ISMC CM. 

ISMCs were pre-treated with MMP-9 Inhibitor I for 1 hr prior to 24 hr TNF-α exposure. Cell 

lysates and CM were obtained and probed for GDNF expression via western blotting. For 

lysates, GAPDH was used as a loading control to normalize IODs. For CM, equal cell number 

was present in culture and equal volumes were processed to ensure equal loading. A-B, 

Representative western blot (A) and IOD (B) of ISMC CM after pre-treatment with MMP-9 

inhibitor (9i) prior to TNF-α addition (9i + TNF-α). 50 kD GDNF was increased in ISMC CM by 

treatment with TNF-α alone. 9i pre-treatment prevented this increase, holding GDNF at 

control levels (DMEM) (*, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post test, F=7.227, df=3, p<0.05, 

n=3). C-D, Representative western blot (C) and IOD (D) of ISMC lysates after pre-treatment 

with 9i prior to TNF-α addition (9i + TNF-α). No changes in GDNF expression were observed 

(one-way ANOVA, F=1.004, df=3, p>0.05, n=3). GDNF peptide was used as a positive control 

(+ve). 
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3.3.3 Mature MMP-9 expression is upregulated in TNBS colitis 

We demonstrated that mature MMP-9 is both upregulated and functional in GDNF 

upregulation by pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α. These findings led us to investigate MMP-9 

expression in vivo to determine if mature MMP-9 is upregulated in intestinal smooth muscle in 

TNBS-colitis. TNBS was instilled intrarectally in adult rats and 48 hr later, circular smooth muscle 

(CSM) from the mid-descending colon was probed for MMP-9 via western blotting. 

In TNBS-colitis, CSM expression of 15 kD GDNF was upregulated as compared to control 

(p<0.05; Fig 16A-B). This appeared to be the predominant isoform expressed in both cases, 

although 25 and 50 kD isoforms were also detectable. This confirmed that inflammation 

induces mature GDNF upregulation. TNBS rat CSM also expressed increased MMP-9 (82 kD) in 

comparison to control cohorts (p<0.05; Fig 16C-D). 92 kD MMP-9 was detectable in control but 

not TNBS, suggesting a shift in processing to promote mature 82 kD expression. We concluded 

that intestinal inflammation results in both active MMP-9 and mature GDNF upregulation. Both 

15 kD GDNF and 82 kD MMP-9 were the only isoforms which increased in expression, indicating 

a selective upregulation of these isoforms. 
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Figure 16. TNBS colitis upregulates active MMP-9 and mature GDNF expression. A-B, 

Representative western blot (A) and IOD (B) demonstrating upregulated mature 15 kD GDNF 

expression in colonic circular smooth muscle of day 2 TNBS rats vs control. GAPDH was used 

as a loading control to normalize IODs (*, unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test, t=-5.482, df=2, 

p<0.05, n=3). C-D, Representative western blot (A) and IOD (B) displaying an increase in 

active 82 kD MMP-9 expression in colonic circular smooth muscle of day 2 TNBS rats vs 

control. GAPDH was used as a loading control to normalize IODs (*, unpaired two-tailed 

Student’s t-test, t=-3.442, df=4, p<0.05, n=3). 
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3.4 Hydrodynamic injection induces AAV GDNF-GFP plasmid expression in vivo 

Exogenous and cell-mediated GDNF delivery both promoted neuron survival within in vitro co-

cultures challenged with neurotoxic treatments. This suggests that a similar approach of 

increased GDNF levels might be beneficial in preventing or limiting the neuronal death and 

axonal damage seen in rat and mouse models of colitis (Sanovic et al., 1999, Venkataramana et 

al., 2015). We proposed that transfection with the same AAV GDNF-GFP plasmid used in vitro 

might also confer benefit in vivo, and carried out trial experiments using the established 

technique of hydrodynamic plasmid injection as an initial step toward this goal. 

Mice were sacrificed 1-4 days after injection, and transfection of key target organs was 

evaluated by fluorescence microscopy of tissue sections (n=1 per day; Fig 17B-F). As before, 

GFP expression was interpreted as evidence of positive transfection. Mouse liver demonstrated 

consistent transfection of hepatocytes which appeared highest at 2 day post-injection (HD Day 

2; Fig 17C), while no GFP fluorescence was observed in control mice (n=1; Fig 17A). Qualitative 

examination demonstrated the transfection of individual hepatocytes (Fig 17F). In contrast, 

brain, heart, lung, kidney, spleen, small intestinal and large intestinal tissue sections did not 

express GFP fluorescence during the same time period. The observed expression of GFP in 

mouse hepatocytes indicated that our plasmid was successfully transcribed and translated to 

express both GFP and GDNF in vivo. We concluded that this method was effective in 

introducing plasmid expression in the liver, although did not induce expression in other key 

target organs, namely the intestine.   
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Figure 17. Hydrodynamic injection induces plasmid expression in adult mouse liver. A, 

Mouse liver sections displaying GFP fluorescence (white) after hydrodynamic injection with 

an AAV GDNF-GFP plasmid. GFP fluorescence was observed in all mice sacrificed 1-4 days 

after plasmid injection (HD day 1-4, B-F, n=1 per day). Control mouse liver did not display 

GFP fluorescence (A, n=1). Scale bars 200 µm (A-E) and 50 µm (F). 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

The myenteric plexus regulates intestinal motility, which allows for proper digestion, nutrient 

absorption and elimination of waste. Intestinal inflammation can result in myenteric neuron 

loss, ultimately compromising ENS integrity and motility. GDNF is the principal neurotrophin in 

ENS development and has been observed to command post-inflammatory recovery in the ENS 

(Uesaka et al., 2013, Rodrigues et al., 2011). Understanding both the mechanisms of neuron 

death in inflammation and how enteric neuron death can be prevented will lead to methods of 

neuroprotection to prevent enteric neurodegeneration. This thesis modeled isolated neurotoxic 

aspects of inflammation in vitro and intended to explore methods of enteric neuroprotection by 

employing GDNF for its potential to protect neurons exogenously, via cell-mediated delivery 

and by exploring MMP-9, a key proteinase in GDNF processing and expression.   

It is important to note that our study used a model of the neonatal rat ENS. Neonates were 

selected due to the high percentage of neurons yielded in culture and additionally, for the ease 

of harvesting the muscularis externa layer. The neonatal ENS can remain plastic up until two 

weeks after birth and therefore does not flawlessly resemble the adult ENS. The possibility 

remains that a plastic, neonatal ENS may respond to neurotrophins and inflammatory 

challenges differently from the adult ENS. 

4.1 Metabolic inhibition and NO result in selective neuron death 

Models of inflammatory myenteric neuron death were desired for later experiments to assess 

the ability of GDNF to prevent death. Ischemia and elevated NO levels were aspects of 
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intestinal inflammation previously demonstrated to induce myenteric neuron death and were 

thus desired to be modeled (Venkataramana et al., 2015, Lindestrom and Ekblad, 2004). To 

isolate these inflammatory aspects in vitro, ischemia was modeled chemically via DNP, an 

electron transport chain uncoupler, which ultimately and more specifically, models the 

metabolic inhibition which occurs during ischemia/hypoxia. Chemical NO donors modeled 

potent NO production as occurring from iNOS in inflammatory activated immune cells.  

Concentration-response tests with DNP and NO donors allowed for the identification of 

concentrations where maximal neuron death occurred without compromising surrounding 

cells. These identified concentrations were used moving forward to test the neuroprotective 

capabilities of GDNF. ISMCs were previously demonstrated to produce GDNF constitutively in 

co-cultures, and so maintaining ISMC integrity was critical to avoid a potential confound in 

compromising endogenous GDNF production (Rodrigues et al., 2011). Quantification of total 

cell number was effective in confirming normal ISMC presence, although it does not rule out 

the possibility that ISMC GDNF production was altered by DNP or NO donation.  

DNP was found to induce selective neuron death while sparing surrounding co-culture cells at 

0.75 mM. DNP uncouples the electron transport chain, effectively blocking oxidative 

phosphorylation and limiting cellular energy production to glycolysis. A previous study in our 

lab observed selective neuron death in DNP treated co-cultures after 24 and 48 hr at the same 

concentration, deemed to be maximally effective in our study. In addition, the same study 

found that hypoxia (1% O2 exposure) resulted in selective neuron death after 4 hr, with no 

death in ISMC or glia until 24 hr, suggesting a delayed programmed mechanism of death 

(Kearon thesis, 2014). The study also identified that hypoxia occurs in myenteric neurons in 
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TNBS-colitis by demonstrating significantly increased HIF1α expression in neurons, oxygen is 

required for HIF1α breakdown.  

Few studies examining selectivity in ischemic/hypoxic death have been conducted in the 

intestine. However, one study induced ischemia via superior mesenteric artery occlusion 

(SMAO) and identified death in neurons after 80 min and in ISMC after 160 min, concluding that 

death was necrotic (Ventura-Martinez et al., 2008). Another study also performed SMAO and 

observed neuron death, which they deemed apoptotic, and additionally saw thickening of SMC, 

trends observed in TNBS-colitis (Mei et al., 2009, Lourenssen et al., 2005). Ischemic and hypoxic 

experimental conditions in the CNS also commonly result in neuron damage and loss prior to 

alternate cell types (Swanson, 1992, Kim, 1975, Sadelli et al., 2017, Yang et al., 2017). 

Interestingly, focal ischemia via middle cerebral artery occlusion even led to ileal myenteric 

neuron loss after 7 days, no changes were found in the submucosa (Cheng et al., 2018). 

NO donors, SNP and DETA, were also observed to induce selective neuron death associated 

with cell surface blebbing and nuclear condensation at 200 μM and 300 μM respectively. NO is 

normally present in the myenteric plexus and in culture, as NO is an important enteric 

neurotransmitter, although high levels of NO as produced by activated immune iNOS can result 

in cellular damage via free radical formation. The chemical NO donors used, SNP and DETA are 

characteristically different in their mechanisms, rate of NO production and half-life. SNP utilizes 

enzymatic oxidation and is used in acute hypertensive crisis to incite vasodilation, as it potently 

and rapidly produces NO but has a short half-life of ~10 mins. DETA spontaneously releases NO 

in water, continuously producing NO, with a half life of ~20 hrs. In a previous study, both 

donors induced ~40% neuron death after 48 hr, however after 4 hr, no death was observed 
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(Venkataramana et al., 2015). This suggests that despite the distinct mechanisms of the two 

donors, NO induced neuron death appears to be programmed rather than necrotic. 

Interestingly, myenteric neuron loss occurring in diabetic rats was accompanied by significant 

oxidative stress and protein nitration (Hermes-Uliana et al., 2018). It has also been suggested 

that NO may act selectively on neurons due to active scavenging agents inherent in other cell 

types or to the high membrane area-to-volume ratio of neurons (Harding and Reynolds, 2014). 

The effect of NO on neurons has been studied more closely in the CNS and PNS than in the 

intestine. In both systems, high levels of nitric oxide appear to be lethal to neurons. NO 

produced by brain microglia was observed to cause death of immediately neighbouring neurons 

(Chao et al., 1992, Gibbons and Dragunow, 2006). Cerebellar neurons experienced 21% neuron 

loss in hypoxic conditions, but the combination of hypoxia and nitric oxide donors resulted in 

extensive neuron death (Mander et al., 2005). Limiting iNOS activation or the consequences of 

NO via pharmacological, molecular or transgenic knockout promoted neuron survival through 

spinal cord injury in all cases (Conti et al., 2007). Neuroblastoma cell death was prevented via 

iNOS inhibition (Sun et al., 2018). Hypoglycemia, followed by glucose re-introduction, triggered 

neuron death mediated by NO and reactive oxygen species (Suh et al., 2007, Languren et al., 

2013). In a Parkinson’s disease model, dopaminergic neuron death and increased protein 

nitration was observed, but iNOS inhibition prevented these effects (Tapias et al., 2017). In 

motor neurons, nitric oxide was found to mediate endothelin-1 induced death and 

peroxynitrite induced death was observed upon withdrawal from trophic factors (Ye et al., 

2007, D'Antoni et al., 2017).   
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In both models of inflammatory death we used, roughly 40-60% of neurons die. However, this 

raises an important question - if a stimulus is enough to induce neuron death, why don’t all 

neurons die? In our study, we displayed that higher doses of DNP, SNP and DETA induce further 

neuron death, but sacrifice selectivity, inducing death in surrounding cells. Higher 

concentrations or longer time-courses would likely induce further neuron death in co-cultures. 

It has also been suggested that in the ENS, subpopulations of specific neuronal phenotypes are 

sensitive to neurotoxic challenges. One study displayed that intestinal ischemia resulted in 

selective damage after 24 hr to nNOS neurons, whereas other phenotypes were unaffected 

(Rivera et al., 2009).  

In inflammation, metabolic inhibition and high NO levels do not manifest separately, and there 

is evidence that they may exacerbate one another. In a study using a model of hypoxia (2% O2 

exposure) induced rat cerebellar neurotoxicity, pre-treatment with nNOS inhibitors reduced 

neuron death by half (Jekabsone et al., 2007). The study also identified that NO competes with 

O2 at cytochrome oxidase in the electron transport chain, concluding that NO exacerbates 

hypoxic death. It may even be possible that high NO content devoid of hypoxia ultimately 

results in energy deprivation due to competitive inhibition at cytochrome oxidase. Regardless 

of their synergistic effects, both NO and metabolic inhibition in isolation appear to result in 

programmed cell death. Distinct mechanisms appear most likely to be responsible in triggering 

death pathways - metabolic inhibition via energy deprivation and nitric oxide via free radical 

production.  
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4.2  Exogenous GDNF promotes myenteric neuron survival 

Once models of selective neuron death were established, we desired to test the ability of GDNF 

to prevent neuron death against these challenges. ISMCs in muscularis externa co-cultures 

constitutively produce basal GDNF, however, these low levels can not sustain myenteric neuron 

survival against metabolic inhibition, nitric oxide or axotomy. Previous unpublished work in our 

lab identified that supplementation of 50 ng/ml exogenous GDNF induces maximal neuron 

survival and axon outgrowth in acute and established muscularis externa co-cultures 

respectively. We applied GDNF to established co-cultures prior to metabolic inhibition or nitric 

oxide exposure. GDNF was strikingly effective in preventing neuron death against these 

challenges. 

Against metabolic inhibition, GDNF maintained neuron number at unchallenged control levels. 

Our study is the first to examine GDNF in the prevention of hypoxia-related neuronal death in 

the intestine, but corroborates findings of exogenous GDNF neuroprotection in ischemia and 

hypoxia in the CNS. In vitro, GDNF was able to protect hippocampal neural networks which 

experienced neuron loss from hypoxia without GDNF (Shishkina et al., 2018). In vivo, GDNF 

prevented neuronal apoptosis before or shortly after transient middle cerebral artery occlusion 

in the rat cortex and in hypoxic-ischemia in the rat striatum (Shang et al., 2010, Dempsey et al., 

2003, Liu et al., 2016, Li et al., 2019). Alternatively, GDNF was ineffective in preventing enteric 

neuron death in vitro induced by oxidative stress, common in hypoxia (Korsak et al., 2012). 

However, the study applied GDNF at 10 ng/ml, which our lab has deemed to be ineffective in 

preventing neuron death in comparison to 50 ng/ml, the concentration used in our study. 
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Interestingly, metabolic inhibition did not induce axon loss and was quite variable through 

experiments, in some instances increasing axon density. DNP has been previously observed to 

induce neurite outgrowth at low concentrations (De Felice and Ferreira, 2006, Freitas-Correa et 

al., 2013). Enteric neuronal cell bodies and axons may respond differently to GDNF or 

neurotoxic challenges through distinct mechanisms.  

The neuroprotective capabilities of GDNF against NO have been seldom tested, however, 

findings have echoed ours. One study found GDNF pre-treatment to be effective in preventing 

dopaminergic neuron death induced by SNP, one of our NO donors (Lingor et al., 2000). The 

study found SNP to induce free radical formation which led to apoptotic death. Another study 

found that mouse castration led to Parkinson’s pathologies elicited by iNOS which also 

downregulated GDNF expression (Khasnavis et al., 2013). The authors from the castration study 

posited that GDNF reduction was responsible for pathologies including neuron loss. This 

interpretation raises an interesting possibility – could programmed neuron death be solely 

attributed to GDNF withdrawal? Rather than directly inducing neuron death through 

mechanisms such as free radical damage or energy deprivation, neurotoxic challenges such as 

NO and metabolic inhibition may simply cause death by downregulating GDNF expression. Two 

ENS studies, involving diabetic and vagotomy models, also found enteric neuron loss to be 

associated with decreased GDNF expression (Du and Liu, 2015, Wang et al., 2017). In both 

studies, GDNF stimulation ameliorated neuron loss. GDNF withdrawal will be further discussed 

in the next section. 

As a positive control, and to reconfirm prior findings, GDNF was applied to acute co-cultures 

which experience neuron death in the absence of GDNF supplementation (Rodrigues et al., 
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2011). The acute co-culture model presents a distinct survival challenge, in which freshly 

axotomized neurons are plated in 5% FCS for 1 hr for cell adherence, then incubated and 

treated in serum-free medium. Neuron death occurs in the absence of serum for 48 hr. Serum 

supplementation induces proliferation and subsequent upregulation of GDNF in ISMCs, but 

when RET transmission is blocked, neuron death occurs (Han et al., 2015). This indicates that 

serum itself does not support neuron survival, but does so indirectly through the consequence 

of upregulated GDNF by ISMCs.  

GDNF treatment in our study recapitulated prior findings, promoting neuron survival in acute 

cultures. However, for the first time, our study identified that GDNF addition completely 

maintains initial the neuron number found in co-culture suspension at time of plating. This 

strongly suggests that GDNF does not stimulate neurogenesis to repopulate neuron number in 

acute cultures, but in fact prevents neuron loss.  

As another positive control, GDNF application to established co-cultures recapitulated previous 

findings where GDNF elicited axon outgrowth (Rodrigues et al., 2011). It was previously 

identified that cultures fixed prior to treatment did not differ in neuron number from cultures 

treated with GDNF for 48 hr (Han et al., 2015). In addition, the study displayed that serum-free 

control established co-cultures experience neuron loss of their own. These findings suggest that 

in vitro, GDNF prevents neuron loss rather than induce neurogenesis. 

The prospect of neurogenesis occurring in post-natal enteric neurons has been debated in 

recent literature. The most prominent theory of neurogenesis proposes that the ENS undergoes 

constant apoptosis and neurogenesis, with overall enteric neuron number remaining constant 
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(Kulkarni et al., 2017). In enteric embryogenesis, GDNF induces ENCC proliferation, however no 

evidence of post-natal GDNF-driven neurogenesis has been demonstrated (McKeown et al., 

2017). Additionally, some studies have demonstrated that there is no evidence of apoptosis in 

the intact ENS (Gianino et al., 2003). In our study, neuron number is lost in challenge and GDNF 

is able to maintain neuron number at control levels against these challenges. Most importantly, 

GDNF addition to unchallenged established co-culture does not increase neuron number, as 

compared to cultures at time of treatment (Han et al., 2015). Regardless, if constant apoptosis 

and neurogenesis occurs or not, overall enteric neuron number remains the same, which does 

not alter our conclusion that GDNF prevents neuron loss.  

Additionally, GDNF may not be specific in preventing neuron death against NO and metabolic 

inhibition. It may be effective in these circumstances by generally promoting pro-survival and 

anti-apoptotic genes. Exploration of GDNF against other neurotoxic challenges may provide 

direction as to the specificity of GDNF in neuroprotection. The simplest and best-supported 

conclusion is that against metabolic inhibition and NO, GDNF is responsible for effectively 

preventing myenteric neuron loss. 

4.3 RET activity is required for GDNF driven myenteric neuron survival  

GDNF effectively prevented neuron death during neurotoxic challenge and so we desired to 

determine if RET, the predominant receptor of GDNF, was responsible for supporting neuron 

survival. GDNF initially binds to GFRα1 prior to complexing with transmembrane RET tyrosine 

kinase (TK) which then complexes with another GDNF-GFRα1-RET complex. This triggers the 

autophosphorylation of intracellular TK domains of RET, which initiates downstream signalling. 

GDNF-GFRα1 has been demonstrated to interact with alternate co-receptors in the CNS and so 
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to avoid disrupting potential RET-independent GDNF-GFRα1 interactions, we utilized inhibitors 

of the intracellular RET TK domain. TK inhibitors such as vandetanib, sunitinib and imatinib have 

been used to inhibit RET, however these also act on other tyrosine kinase receptors, mainly 

vascular-endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) and epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR), reviewed in (De Falco et al., 2017). GSK3179106 is a RET-specific tyrosine kinase 

inhibitor, recently developed as a potential clinical candidate in IBS treatment (Schenck et al., 

2018).  

VAN and GSK had near identical effects on co-cultures, preventing GDNF driven 

neuroprotection. In established cultures, RET inhibition with either VAN or GSK alone induced 

drastic neuron death which was greater than either metabolic inhibiton or NO alone. GDNF was 

unable to mitigate neuron death in any instances which either VAN or GSK was present. These 

outcomes confirmed our hypothesis which predicted that RET inhibition would prevent the 

neuroprotective effects of GDNF devoid of RET signalling. VAN and GSK were selective, inducing 

death solely in neurons while sparing surrounding cells. RET TK activity appears to be absolutely 

critical in maintaing myenteric neuron survival. 

The effect of disrupting RET activity in myenteric neurons is most clearly demonstrated by 

Hirschsprung’s Disease (HD). HD is characterized by intestinal aganglionosis due to mutations in 

RET and results in a colon devoid of enteric neurons (Ishii et al., 2013, Inoue et al., 2001, 

Borrego et al., 1999, Gath et al., 2001, Tou et al., 2006). Conditional ablation of RET induced 

widepread death in post-migratory colonic enteric neurons, demonstrating the importance of 

RET post-natally (Uesaka et al., 2008). Affected aganglionic intestinal regions remain in a tonic 

state of contraction, preventing motility and normal function and require surgical resection. 
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GDNF or GFRα1 knockout also results in intestinal aganglionosis, demonstrating the importance 

of intact GDNF-GFRα1-RET signalling (Rajan et al., 2001, Miyamoto et al., 2011, Enomoto et al., 

1998, Cacalano et al., 1998, Sanchez et al., 1996, Pichel et al., 1996). 

In regards to the neuroprotective potential of RET signal transduction, many studies have 

identified a role via GDNF stimulation, although it has only been investigated in the CNS. Most 

of these studies examine dopaminergic neurons in Parkinson’s Disease (PD), which manifests in 

the substantia nigra (SN). The SN is the only neural region other than the ENS which appears to 

depend on GDNF. Studies examining models of PD have found RET mediated GDNF signalling to 

be neuroprotective and neurotrophic in dopaminergic neurons (Kowsky et al., 2007, Drinkut et 

al., 2016, Saarenpaa et al., 2017). Interestingly, RET signalling was found to be neuroprotective 

for dopaminergic cell bodies but not for axon terminals, which echoed our results (Mijatovic et 

al., 2011). RET mediated GDNF neurotrophism and neuroprotection has also been observed in 

the hippocampus and in dorsal root ganglia (Boscia et al., 2009, Tsui and Pierchala, 2010).  

RET has never been investigated in models of high NO exposure, however in ischemic models, 

has been found to be both upregulated and downregulated in seperate studies (Curcio et al., 

2015, Miyazaki et al., 2002, Sakurai et al., 1999). These studies did differ in time-points, 

however, RET expression appeared to be downregulated earlier and upregulated at later time-

points. Considering that in intestinal inflammation, early myenteric neuron death occurs but 

slows after 48 hr, the same time that GDNF expression in ISMCs is upregulated, it is plausible 

that ischemia may play a role in the late induction of both ISMC GDNF and neuronal RET to 

protect remaining neurons.   
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In contrast to our findings, and although only identified in the CNS, it must be noted that the 

GDNF-GFRα1 complex has been observed to elicit neuroprotective and neurotrophic effects 

through alternate receptor systems. GDNF-GFRα1 has been identified to complex with NCAMs 

to promote neuron survival in non-RET expressing hippocampal and RET-expressing 

dopaminergic neurons (Paratcha et al., 2003, Li et al., 2017, Irala et al., 2016, Nielsen et al., 

2009, Boscia et al., 2009, Cao et al., 2008, Chao et al., 2003). Despite the findings displaying 

NCAM mediated GDNF signalling in the CNS, evidence lacks in the intestine. Our study 

demonstrated the critical role of RET as the predominant pro-survival signalling molecule in 

myenteric neurons. 

One regret of this study is the failure to compare cultures subjected to RET inhibition, GDNF 

and DNP or NO donor exposure with cultures subjected to merely RET inhibition and DNP or NO 

donors. Although GDNF was rendered incapable to supporting neuron survival when RET was 

inhibited, this comparison would have allowed for analyses of even slight increases in survival. 

Regardless, even if slight increases were observed, the concentrations of inhibitors could have 

been increased to further prevent GDNF stimulated survival, which would be expected. 

The most direct conclusion of these findings is that RET mediated GDNF signal transmission is 

critical for survival of myenteric neurons, indicating a requirement for constitutive GDNF 

signalling. In regards to neuroprotection, GDNF was rendered ineffective against metabolic 

inhibition and NO due to RET inhibition. To further cement this conclusion, RET agonists should 

be tested for their neuroprotective potential against metabolic inhibition and NO. 
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4.4 Cell-mediated GDNF delivery promotes myenteric neuron survival 

Exogenous GDNF was effective in preventing myenteric neuron death. However, exogenous 

GDNF is costly and considering potential clinical application to the intestine, widespread 

intravenous (IV) exogenous GDNF has been observed to elicit harmful side effects (Kordower et 

al., 1999, Nutt et al., 2003, Manfredsson et al., 2009). An alternative to exogenous IV 

administration is to induce targeted cellular expression of GDNF. In the CNS, cells transfected 

with various GDNF plasmids have been neuroprotective in vivo and in vitro, many of these 

studies use models of PD (Grandoso et al., 2007, Glavaski-Joksimovic et al., 2010, Zhao et al., 

2014, Revishchin et al., 2016, Perez-Bouza et al., 2017, Hu et al., 2017, Paolone et al., 2019).  

We used HEK-293 cells as a prototype to study induced GDNF expression via transfection with 

an AAV GDNF-GFP plasmid expressing full-length GDNF. HEK cells were selected due to their 

stability in culture and ease of transfectance. GDNF Tx-HEK cells were applied to established co-

cultures prior neurotoxic challenge. GDNF Tx-HEK cells were as effective as exogenous GDNF in 

preventing neuron death against metabolic inhibition and NO. Naïve HEK cells did not influence 

neuron number or axon density in cultures, therefore attributing neuroprotection and 

neurotrophism from GDNF Tx-HEK cells to plasmid expression. HEK cell viability under 

subjection to metabolic inhibition or NO was not tested in isolation, however HEK cells 

appeared healthy in culture, with no morphological signs of necrotic or apoptotic death.  

To corroborate our findings in preventing metabolic inhibition induced neuron death, multiple 

studies have demonstrated that cell-mediated GDNF delivery was effective in preventing 

ischemic death in neurons elsewhere in the body (Wang et al., 2018, Chen et al., 2009, Li et al., 
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2019, Duarte et al., 2012). Cell-mediated GDNF delivery has not been investigated in neuron 

protection against NO until this study. 

Our plasmid encodes full-length GDNF (50 kD), however the mature, fully processed isoform is 

15-17 kD and only mature GDNF has been observed to induce enteric neurotrophism 

(Rodrigues et al., 2011, Gougeon et al., 2013). The GDNF expression profile of cell lines 

transfected with full-length GDNF plasmid is variable depending on protease and post-

translational processing molecule expression (Geng et al., 2011, Oh-hashi et al., 2009, Lonka-

Nevalaita et al., 2010). Cells may express solely full-length, intermediate cleavage products, 

mature GDNF or most commonly, multiple isoforms. It was unclear how HEK cells would 

process our plasmid, leading us to study GDNF expression in GDNF Tx-HEK cells using western 

blotting. It should be noted that the GDNF antibody we used detects all isoforms of GDNF (R&D 

systems).  

GDNF Tx-HEK cells expressed 20 and 25 kD isoforms intracellularly, which have been suggested 

to be pro-forms of GDNF (Lonka-Nevalaita et al., 2010). 17 kD GDNF was the predominant 

isoform detected in GDNF Tx-HEK cell CM. Mature GDNF possesses 2 N-glycosylation sites 

which is why 17 kD GDNF is commonly detected in samples rather than 15 kD (Lin et al., 1993). 

Mature GDNF is the only isoform determined to induce enteric neurotrophism, and GDNF Tx-

HEK cells clearly supported neuron survival in our cultures. To corroborate our findings, another 

study found that the CM of HEK cells expressing a different GDNF plasmid contained 17 kD 

GDNF, and the CM stimulated neurite proliferation (Kust et al., 2015). However, they also 

transfected HEK cells with a plasmid encoding pro-GDNF, producing a 30 kD protein which did 
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not elicit neurite proliferation. In addition, no evidence exists to support the binding of pro-

GDNF to GFRα1. 

The presence of mature GDNF in CM raised questions regarding the mechanism of extracellular 

processing to mature GDNF. Our attention was turned to MMP-9, a protease which has been 

suggested as an integral player in GDNF processing. In the intestine, the main protease families 

responsible for processing biological molecules are cysteine proteases, serine proteases and 

MMPs (Lu et al., 2011). MMP-9 exists in two isoforms, pro-MMP-9 (92 kD) is inactive and 

requires cleavage to reach its mature, active 82 kD isoform (Ramos-DeSimone et al., 1999, Fiore 

et al., 2002). In HEK cells, pro-MMP-9 was identified exclusively intracellularly, while active-

MMP-9 was found exclusively extracellularly, detected in CM (Cirella thesis, 2016). Taking into 

account the extracellular exclusivity of active MMP-9, we sought to determine if MMP-9 was 

the critical protease responsible for mature GDNF expression extracellularly in GDNF Tx-HEK 

cells. 

Mature GDNF was significantly downregulated in MMP-9 inhibited GDNF-Tx HEK CM. A shift in 

isoform production was observed, with increased expression in 50 kD GDNF, however no 

changes were observed in 20 and 25 kD band intensity. This suggests that MMP-9 may not be 

responsible for the direct cleavage of 20/25 kD pro-GDNF to mature GDNF, but does however 

play a key overarching role for mature GDNF production from full-length, pre-pro-GDNF. Earlier 

use of our plasmid found that the application of GDNF Tx-HEK cell CM was effective in 

stimulating axon outgrowth in established cultures (Cirella thesis, 2016). More importantly, 

MMP-9 inhibition prior to transfection rendered GDNF Tx-HEK cell CM completely ineffective in 

stimulating axon outgrowth. This confirms that mature GDNF is required for neurotrophic 
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effects and additionally that MMP-9 is critical to produce mature GDNF. MMP-9 has been 

identified in the post-translational processing of related neurotrophins BDNF and NGF, and was 

observed to process NGF down to its mature 13 kD isoform (Boutilier et al., 2008, Wang et al., 

2010, Mizoguchi et al., 2011, Spinnler et al., 2011).  

Alternatively, furins are also major players implicated in GDNF processing. In CHO cells 

transfected with a GDNF plasmid that also produced 20/25 kD GDNF intracellular and 17/20/25 

kD extracellularly, furin inhibition pre-transfection did not alter mature expression in CM but 

did prevent 25 kD to 20 kD processing (Lonka-Nevalaita et al., 2010). This excludes the 

possibility that furins are responsible for mature GDNF production. All that can be concluded 

from our study is that MMP-9 is critical for the processing of GDNF to its mature isoform, 

however the culprit responsible for direct cleavage from pro-GDNF to mature GDNF remains in 

question.  

Since cell-mediated GDNF delivery was effective, we attempted to induce cellular expression in 

vivo, via hydrodynamic plasmid injection in attempt to transfect host cells with our plasmid. 

Naked GDNF plasmid injection has been effective in transfecting host cells with GDNF and has 

been neuroprotective in the CNS, specifically in PD models, although has never been examined 

in the ENS (Choi-Lundberg et al., 1997, Johnston et al., 2009, Kells et al., 2010, Quintino et al., 

2019). The hydrodynamic injection technique has been demonstrated to efficiently induce 

transfection in hepatocytes (Pruss et al., 2011, Golder et al., 2010, Zhang et al., 1999). In our 

study, liver hepatocytes displayed consistent GFP expression 1 to 4 days after injection.  
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Naked plasmid injection via an AAV-9 plasmid has previously been demonstrated to transfect 

intestinal cells, including myenteric neurons in neonatal and juvenile mice (Gombash et al., 

2014). The study used C57Bl/6 mice and plasmids were diluted in 100 μl of PBS. Differences in 

technique, mouse strain, plasmid strain and plasmid diluent volume may be responsible for the 

lack of intestinal GFP expression in our study. Balb/c mice were selected for our study as we 

wish to test the effects of high levels of GDNF expression against TNBS colitis in the future, and 

TNBS outcomes in Balb/c mice have been consistent in our lab and elsewhere (Venkataramana 

et al., 2015, Boyer et al., 2005). 

This section of our study concluded that cell-mediated GDNF delivery is as effective as the 

maximally effective dose of exogenous GDNF in promoting neuron survival against metabolic 

inhibition and NO. In addition, MMP-9 was identified to be critical for mature GDNF expression 

extracellularly, which is required to elicit neurotrophic effects.  

4.5  MMP-9 is critical in the pro-inflammatory GDNF response 

During transmural intestinal inflammation, early myenteric neuron death occurs, with further 

neuron death ceasing after 48 hr, the same time that GDNF expression is increased by ISMCs 

(Sanovic et al., 1999, Rodrigues et al., 2011, Gougeon et al., 2013). We have shown that GDNF is 

effective in protecting myenteric neurons against isolated aspects of inflammation. Our findings 

suggest a direct link between the upregulated GDNF expression and prevention of further 

myenteric neuron death observed in inflammation. Pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α was 

demonstrated to upregulate mature GDNF expression in ISMCs, which were confirmed to be 

the sole source of GDNF expresison in co-cultures (Rodrigues et al., 2011, Gougeon et al., 2013). 

Cytokines have previously demonstrated the ability to stimulate neurotrophin expression in 
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non-neuronal cells in order to promote recovery or neuron survival in pathological states 

(Boato et al., 2011).  

We identified that MMP-9 was critical for mature GDNF production in GDNF Tx-HEK cells, and 

previous studies found that GDNF and MMP-9 mRNA were both upregulated in ISMCs by TNF-α 

(Gougeon et al., 2013, Cirella thesis, 2016). Also previously shown was TNF-α stimulated 

upregulation of active 82 kD MMP-9 in co-culture lysates (Cirella thesis, 2016). These findings 

led us to study and confirm the role of MMP-9 in TNF-α stimulated GDNF upregulation in ISMCs 

and co-cultures. 

In our study, control ISMC samples expressed active 82 kD MMP-9. The presence of basal 

mature 82 kD MMP-9 expression is of signficance, as it may explain why mature GDNF is 

detected intracellularly in ISMCs and as opposed to GDNF Tx-HEK cells (Rodrigues et al., 2011, 

Gougeon et al., 2013). The addition of TNF-α resulted in upregulated 82 kD MMP-9 expression. 

The MMP-9 antibody (Novus Biologicals) we used detects both pro (92 kD) and active (82 kD) 

MMP-9. Active MMP-9 is usually exclusively found extracellularly, however there has been 

increasing evidence of intracellular functionality by MMPs (Jobin et al., 2017). 

MMP-9 has also been detected in vascular and tracheal smooth muscle (Schonbeck et al., 1997, 

Liang et al., 2007). In the intestine, MMP-9 was detectable in epithelial cells during DSS colitis, 

however was not detectable in control epithelium (Castaneda et al., 2005). Additionally, 

unpublished work in our lab identified via gel zymography that active 82 kD MMP-9 was 

present in ISMCs but not enteric glial cells. In contrast, another study claimed to detect pro-
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inflammatory cytokine induced MMP-9 expression in enteric glial cells, however no band 

weights were stated in the study to confirm this finding (Lin et al., 2007).  

We next wished to determine the role of MMP-9 in TNF-α upregulated GDNF expression in 

ISMCs. TNF-α induced GDNF upregulation CM samples, however GDNF was increased only 1.25- 

fold as compared to controls. In the only previous study reporting TNF-α stimulated GDNF 

increases in ISMC CM, the expression of GDNF was upregulated by 8-fold (Gougeon et al., 

2013). The study used a TNF-α concentration of 50 ng/ml for 24 hr, the same concentration and 

treatment period used in our study. Differences in GDNF expression levels may have been the 

result of ISMC passage number, as the Gougeon et al. (2013) study utilized freshly isolated 

primary smooth muscle cell cultures and our study used ISMCs passaged 3-4 times. It was 

previously shown that as ISMCs increase in passage number, GDNF expression decreases (Han 

et al., 2015). Despite low increases in TNF-α stimulated GDNF expression, MMP-9 inhibition did 

reduce TNF-α induced GDNF upregulation, maintaing GDNF expression at control levels.  

Our study detected 15 and 50 kD GDNF in ISMC lysates and CM respectively, however in two 

previous studies, only 15 kD GDNF has been detected in both ISMC lysate and CM (Han et al., 

2015, Gougeon et al., 2013). It is unlikely that full-length GDNF would be present in CM, and not 

in matched lysate samples possessing fully processed 15 kD GDNF. Additionally, all western 

blotting in this study was performed in reducing conditions, which would discount dimerization 

as a potential explanation for the increased band weight from 15 kD. Another explanation may 

be that 15 kD intracellular GDNF was secreted and subjected to various post-translational 

modifications such as phosphorylation or glycosylation, which are still unlikely to add up to 50 
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kD. Regardless of the reasoning behind 50 kD GDNF detection in the CM, MMP-9 inhibition did 

reduce TNF-α induced GDNF expression. 

The induction of MMP-9 expression in ISMCs after pro-inflammatory cytokine treatment and 

the apparent involvement of MMP-9 in pro-inflammatory processing of GDNF led us to 

investigate the expression of MMP-9 during inflammation in vivo. CSM from TNBS-colitis 

animals expressed upregulated mature 15 kD GDNF and active 82 kD MMP-9. This finding was 

corroborated with a previous study demonstrating increased 15 kD GDNF expression in TNBS 

rats (Gougeon et al., 2013). Additionally, another study detected increased 15 kD GDNF 

expression and decreased expression of other detectable isoforms in the CM of ex vivo TNBS 

CSM segments (Rodrigues thesis, 2008). The reduction of non-mature isoforms in conjunction 

with increased 15 kD expression suggests a shift in processing towards 15 kD GDNF. We 

hypothesized that this shift may be mediated by MMP-9. 

Control CSM predominantly expressed 92 kD MMP-9, which was undetectable in TNBS. 

Similarly to GDNF, a shift towards active MMP-9 expression was observed which likely holds a 

signfifcant resbonsibility for the increased 15 kD GDNF expression in TNBS rat CSM. This result 

is strenghthened by the earlier finding that MMP-9 is critical for 15 kD expression in GDNF Tx-

HEK cell CM, which experienced a similar shift in GDNF band weight to increase 50 kD 

production upon MMP-9 inhibition. 

Mature MMP-9 and GDNF expression were increased via pro-inflammatory stimuli in vitro and 

inflammation in vivo. Given this evidence, in corroboration with the finding that MMP-9 

inhibiton blocks mature GDNF expression in GDNF Tx-HEK cell CM, it can be concluded that 
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MMP-9 plays a critical role in mature GDNF processing in inflammatory states. However, it can 

not be concluded that MMP-9 directly cleaves GDNF to produce the mature isoform. MMP-9 

may indirectly be responsible for GDNF processing by inducing other processing molecules to 

directly cleave non-mature GDNF isoforms to yield mature GDNF. Further investigation to 

identify other key players in GDNF processing is required. However, MMP-9 should be explored 

and exploited for its potential to induce mature, neurotrophically active GDNF as a potential 

strategy for myenteric neuroprotection. 

4.6 Summary 

This thesis utilized a cellular co-culture model of myenteric neurons, ISMCs and glia, which was 

used to investigate changes in neuron number and axon density via fluorescence microscopy. 

Metabolic inhibition and chemical NO donation modeled ischemia and high immune cell NO 

production in intestinal inflammation and were determined to induce selective myenteric 

neuron death. Exogenous GDNF was effective in preventing myenteric neuron loss against 

challenges of metabolic inhibition, NO and axotomy. Inhibition of the principal GDNF receptor 

RET, prevented neuroprotection, indicating that RET was critical in mediating neuroprotection 

by GDNF. RET inhibition also resulted in significant myenteric neuron death in unchallenged co-

cultures which determined that constitutive GDNF signalling was required for basal myenteric 

neuron survival. Cell-mediated GDNF delivery by HEK-293 cells transfected with an AAV GDNF-

GFP plasmid were as effective as exogenous GDNF in protecting myenteric neurons during 

neurotoxic challenge. The exploration of GDNF expression and processing via western blotting 

in GDNF Tx-HEK cells determined that GDNF Tx-HEK cells only produce mature, neurotrophically 

active GDNF extracellularly. It was determined that MMP-9 was required for mature GDNF 
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production in GDNF Tx-HEK cells. MMP-9 was then investigated to determine its activity in 

ISMCs and role in inflammatory GDNF upregulation. Western blotting identified that active 82 

kD MMP-9 is basally expressed in ISMCs but is significantly upregulated in vitro by TNF-α, 

similarly to GDNF. In vivo, mature GDNF and MMP-9 were both upregulated in the CSM of day 2 

TNBS-colitis rats. In attempt to induce GDNF expression in host cells in vivo, hydrodynamic 

injection with an AAV-GDNF-GFP plasmid was effective in inducing GFP expression in mouse 

hepatocytes up to 4 days’ post-injection. These findings demonstrate the potential for GDNF to 

prevent myenteric neuron death in inflammation either exogenously, via cell-mediated delivery 

or by exploiting MMP-9 for its role in GDNF processing. 
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